REGIONAL DISTRICT OF MOUNT WADDINGTON
REGIONAL PLANNING COMMITTEE
MEETING AGENDA
February 16, 2016 at 11:30am
RDMW Office – 2044 McNeill Road, Port McNeill
Page
A. CALL TO ORDER

Time:

B. APPROVAL OF AGENDA AS PRESENTED (or amended)
Motion required

1.

2.

C. ADOPTION OF MINUTES
1-2

1. Minutes of the Planning Committee Meeting held January 19, 2016.
Motion required

1.

2.

D. DELEGATIONS - None
E. CORRESPONDENCE - None
F. REPORTS
3- 16

17 - 19
20 - 36
37 - 83
84 - 85
86 - 113

1. Staff Report: Development Application – Zoning Bylaw Amendment, Pacificus
Biological Services Ltd. c/o Mike and Linda Buttle, West Cracroft Island / Port Harvey,
Electoral Area ‘A’ (February 9, 2016)
Regional District of Mount Waddington Zoning Bylaw Amendment Bylaw No. 895, 2016
Rezoning Supplemental Information - Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
Environmental Impact Assessment - Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
May 20, 2015 Letter from Fisheries and Oceans Canada
Public Input letters
Presentation by Agent for the Owners – Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
Recommendation:
THAT the Board of Directors gives first reading to Regional District of Mount
Waddington Zoning Bylaw Amendment Bylaw No. 895, 2016, which proposes to amend
Regional District of Mount Waddington Zoning Bylaw No. 21, 1972 by changing the
applicable zoning category from the Rural Zone (A-1) to the Marine Industrial Zone (MI1), for that portion of the property described as District Lot 498, Range 1, Coast District
and comprised of 4.35 hectares (10.75 acres), and that area of Crown foreshore or land
covered by water being part of the bed of Port Harvey within Range 1, Coast District
and comprised of 5.583 hectares (13.8 acres).
AND FURTHER THAT the Board of Directors directs staff to refer Regional District of
Mount Waddington Zoning Bylaw Amendment Bylaw No. 895, 2016 to the following
agencies for review and comment by April 15, 2016: Dzawad’enuxm First Nation,
Kwikwasut'inuxw Haxwa'mis First Nation, Mamalilikulla-qwe\'qwa\'sot\'em Band,
‘Namgis First Nation, Nanwakolas Council, Island Health, Ministry of Environment and
Transport Canada.
AND FURTHER THAT the Board of Directors directs staff to undertake preparations for
advertising and conducting a public hearing with respect to Regional District of Mount
Waddington Zoning Bylaw Amendment Bylaw No. 895, 2016 at 1:00pm on April 19,
2016 at the Regional District office addressed as 2044 McNeill Road, Port McNeill, BC,
in accordance with Section 890 of the Local Government Act.
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Memo to be
circulated
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2. Staff Memo: Status Update – Development Application (Zoning Bylaw Amendment) by
George Cambridge, East Cracroft Island / Port Harvey (2013-ZBA-01)
Update by Island Health Staff Eric Bergsma and Charlene MacKinnon

Report to be
circulated

3. Staff Report: Development Application – Zoning Bylaw Amendment, Knight Inlet Grizzly
Tours Ltd., Glendale Cove, Knight Inlet, Electoral Area ‘A’
Recommendation:
THAT the Board of Directors gives first reading to Regional District of Mount
Waddington Zoning Bylaw Amendment Bylaw No. 894, 2016, which proposes to amend
Regional District of Mount Waddington Zoning Bylaw No. 21, 1972 by changing the
applicable zoning category from the Rural Zone (A-1) to the Marine Resort Zone (MR1), for two properties and marine area under Crown land tenure, each described as
follows:
i)

That Part of District Lot 583, Range 1, Coast District, described as commencing at
the south west corner of said lot, thence easterly along the southerly border of said
lot, a distance of 4 chains, thence due north a distance of 6 chains, then due west a
distance of 8 chains more or less to an intersection with high water mark, thence
south easterly along the said high water mark a distance of 8 chains more or less to
a point of commencement (Parcel Identifier 008-535-621) containing 1.62 hectares;
and,

ii) That Part of District Lot 580, Range 1, Coast District, described as commencing at
the south west corner of said Lot 583, thence easterly along the southerly boundary
of said Lot 583, a distance of 4 chains, thence due south a distance of 10 chains,
then due west a distance of 8 chains more or less to an intersection with high water
mark, thence northerly along the said high water mark a distance of 12 chains more
or less to the point of commencement (Parcel Identifier 008-536-678) containing
3.44 hectare; and,
iii) District Lot 2537, Range 1, Coast District, shown on Plan EPC553 containing 2.83
hectares.
AND FURTHER THAT the Board of Directors directs staff to refer Regional District of
Mount Waddington Zoning Bylaw Amendment Bylaw No. 894, 2016 to the following
agencies for review and comment by April 15, 2016: Dzawad’enuxm First Nation,
Kwikwasut'inuxw Haxwa'mis First Nation, Mamalilikulla-qwe\'qwa\'sot\'em Band,
‘Namgis First Nation, Nanwakolas Council, Island Health, Ministry of Environment,
Transport Canada and Fisheries and Oceans Canada.
AND FURTHER THAT the Board of Directors directs staff to undertake preparations for
advertising and conducting a public hearing with respect to Regional District of Mount
Waddington Zoning Bylaw Amendment Bylaw No. 894, 2016 at 1:00pm on April 19,
2016 at the Regional District office addressed as 2044 McNeill Road, Port McNeill, BC,
in accordance with Section 890 of the Local Government Act.
G. NEW BUSINESS - None
H. NEXT MEETING DATE – March 15, 2016
I.

ADJOURNMENT

Motion to Adjourn

1.

Time:

REGIONAL DISTRICT OF MOUNT WADDINGTON
REGIONAL PLANNING COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES
January 19, 2016
RDMW Office – 2044 McNeill Road, Port McNeill
PRESENT:

Chair Heidi Soltau and Directors Shirley Ackland, Jan Allen, Michael Berry,
Andrew Hory, Dennis Dugas, Dave Rushton and Phil Wainwright

STAFF:

Greg Fletcher - Administrator; Jeff Long - Manager of Planning & Development
Services, Melissa Tonkin - Recording Secretary

PUBLIC:

None
A. CALL TO ORDER
Chair Soltau called the meeting to order at 11:36 am.
B. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

RPC-2016-01
APPROVE
AGENDA AS
PRESENTED

Moved/Seconded/Carried
THAT the agenda be approved as presented.
C. ADOPTION OF MINUTES
1. Minutes of the Planning Committee meeting held November 17, 2015.

RPC-2016-02
NOV 17, 2015
RPC MINUTES
ADOPTED

Moved/Seconded/Carried
That the minutes of the Planning Committee meeting held on November 17, 2015 be
adopted.
D. REPORTS
1. Staff Memo: Appointment of Non-resident Members of the Advisory Planning
Commissions (January 4, 2016)
Jeff Long, Manager of Planning & Development Services, provided an over view of
the Staff Memo. The Committee discussed pros and cons associated with
alternatives to the “residents only” clause as is currently specified in the APC Bylaw.
It was generally agreed to main the status quo and no resolution was put forth on
the matter.
2. Discussion: Repeal of Noise Bylaws 341 for Coal Harbour and 571 for Telegraph
Cover or Consider Establishing Services for Specialty Bylaws
Jeff Long, Manager of Planning & Development Services, explained that it may be
desirable to repeal these two noise bylaws as they are specialty bylaws that are not
in place for other communities in the Regional District or alternatively, look at
establishing service areas in order to properly implement them as services. He
advised that these noise bylaws and associated regulations are in addition to the
noise provisions currently found in the zoning bylaws for these two communities. He
noted that the Coal Harbour LCC voted to repeal the Coal Harbour noise bylaw for
at its meeting on January 13, 2016.
Director Wainwright provided insight into the history of the Telegraph Cove noise
bylaw and advised that he would like to see it maintained given the circumstances
associated with it.
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RPC-2016-03
REPEAL COAL
HARBOUR NOISE
BYLAW NO. 341

2

Moved/Seconded/Carried
THAT the Regional Planning Committee recommends to the Board of Directors that
it repeals Coal Harbour Noise Bylaw No. 341.
3. Staff Report: Regional Plan Consultation Update - Post Referral (January 12,
2106)
Jeff Long, Manager of Planning & Development Services, provided an overview of
the consultation process associated with Regional Plan Bylaw No. 890 and a
summary of the comments received by organizations and the public that are
included in the Staff Report. The Committee discussed the various comments that
were received. There was consensus that staff be directed to refer the Regional
Plan to an additional four First Nations organizations and two Provincial ministries.
In addition, it was agreed that an invitation be extended to the ‘Namgis First Nation
to meet with the Regional Planning Committee and staff to discuss the draft
Regional Plan, the various items outlined in its January 4th letter, and to identify
ways the ‘Namgis First Nation and RDMW can work together to advance their
respective visions and goals as part of the Regional Plan project.

RPC-2016-04
DIRECTION
RELATED TO
REGIONAL PLAN
BYLAW NO.890

Moved/Seconded/Carried
THAT staff refers Regional Plan Bylaw No. 890 to the following organizations for
review and input as part of a sixty day commenting period:
Kwikwasut’inuxw Haxwa’mis First Nation / Mamalilikulla-qwe\’qwa\’sot\’em Band
Nanwakolas Council / Tlowitsis Nation / Ministry of Agriculture / Ministry of Jobs,
Tourism and Skills Training
AND FURTHER THAT an invitation be extended to the ‘Namgis First Nation to meet
with the Regional Planning Committee and staff to discuss the various items outlined
in its January 4th letter, and to identify ways the ‘Namgis First Nation and RDMW can
work together collaboratively to advance their respective visions and goals as part of
the Regional Plan project.
Staff advised that it would work on incorporating revisions to Regional Plan Bylaw
No. 890 as a result of the input received and present a revised version to the
Regional Planning Committee at its March meeting.
E. CORRESPONDENCE
1. None
F. NEW BUSINESS
None
G. NEXT MEETING DATE
February 16, 2016 if required
I. ADJOURNMENT

RPC-2016-05
ADJOURNMENT

Moved
THAT the meeting be adjourned.

Time: 12:43 p.m.

CORRECT

APPROVED

____________
SECRETARY

CHAIR
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REGIONAL DISTRICT OF MOUNT WADDINGTON
STAFF REPORT

DATE:

February 9, 2016

FILE:

2016-ZBA-01

TO:

Regional Planning Committee

FROM:

Jeff Long, Manager of Planning & Development Services

RE:

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION - ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT: PACIFICUS
BIOLOGICAL SERVICES LTD C/O MIKE AND LINDA BUTTLE, WEST CRACROFT
ISLAND / PORT HARVEY, ELECTORAL AREA ‘A’

APPLICANT:

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd. (Agent)

OWNERS:

Mike and Linda Buttle

FOLIO NO.:

13600.000

PARCEL IDENTIFIER:

009-909-001

LEGAL DESCRIPTION:

District Lot 498, Range 1, Coast District / That area of Crown foreshore or
land covered by water being part of the bed of Port Harvey within Range
1, Coast District and comprised of 5.583 hectares (13.8 acres)

OFFICIAL COMMUNITY
PLAN:

Regional Plan Bylaw No. 674, 2003

ZONING BYLAW:

Regional District of Mount Waddington Zoning Bylaw No. 21, 1972

ZONE:

Rural Zone (A-1)

PURPOSE
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd. (hereafter “applicant”) has submitted a Development Application in its
capacity as agents on behalf of the property owners, Mike and Linda Buttle, which requests
consideration of an amendment to RDMW Zoning Bylaw No. 21, 1972 to rezone a portion of the
property on West Cracroft Island described as District Lot 498, Range 1, Coast District, as well as the
adjacent marine area in Port Harvey from the Rural Zone (A-1) Zone to a zoning category that will
permit marine industrial uses.
REGULATORY JURISDICTION
Part 14 - Planning and Land Use Management of the Local Government Act addresses local
governments’ roles regarding zoning bylaws. Section 479 gives local governments the authority to adopt
a zoning bylaw. A zoning bylaw can only be changed by an amending zoning bylaw. In addition, Section
464 stipulates that a local government must not adopt a zoning bylaw without holding a public hearing on
the bylaw for the purpose of allowing the public to make representations to the local government
respecting matters contained in the proposed bylaw.
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BACKGROUND
The applicant, Pacificus Biological Servcies Ltd., acts as agent for the property owners who own a 44.1
hectare (109 acre) property (hereafter referred to as “subject property”) on West Cracroft Island
adjacent to Port Harvey (see Location Map and Property Map on pages 3 and 4). The owners wish to
rezone a 4.35 hectare (10.75 acre) portion of the subject property as well as a 5.58 hectare (13.8 acre)
area of the adjacent Crown foreshore / land covered by water (together hereafter referred to as “subject
area”) as shown on the Subject Area Map on page 5, for the purpose of undertaking marine industrial
uses.
The subject property is designated as Private Managed Forest Land under the Private Managed Forest
Land Act and extensive logging has taken place over the years. A number of uses have been
undertaken on the subject property and on the adjacent marine area in conjunction with the logging
operation. In addition, the owners have utilized these areas for activities such as boat, dock and float
camp storage, as well as the repair and dismantling of these types of vessels / facilities. These latter,
non-forestry uses are not permitted by the existing zoning and those that are occurring on the adjacent
marine area are not included in an appropriate Crown land tenure with the Province. In this regard, the
owners are seeking to concentrate and expand the marine industrial type uses within the subject area
and wish to rezone it to an appropriate zoning category that will permit them. In addition, the owners
are pursuing issuance of a Crown land tenure by the Province for the portion of the subject area located
within the marine environment.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SUBJECT PROPERTY
The 44.1 hectare (109 acre) subject property is located on the west side of West Cracroft Island
adjacent to the ocean area known as Port Harvey. It is designated as Private Managed Forest Land
and has undergone extensive logging. The owners have two Crown land tenures in the marine area
adjacent to the subject property, the northerly of which is utilized for private moorage purposes, while
the southerly is used for log handling and storage purposes. The subject property is currently
developed with:
•
•
•
•

•
•

the owners’ private dwelling;
a building with cooking and entertaining facilities;
buildings used for agricultural purposes (e.g. chicken coop);
existing marine infrastructure includes a private dock at the south end of the subject property, a 25
metre (82 foot) long expanded metal dock with a 20 metre (65.6 foot) long expanded metal ramp, a
5 metre (16.4 foot) by 5 metre gravel barge ramp that connects the high intertidal zone and four to
six single point mooring anchors and buoys;
accessory building used as a work shop;
internal roads;

In addition to residential and forestry related uses, the owners have used the subject property and
adjacent foreshore areas for marine industrial type activities such as boat, dock and float camp storage,
as well as the repair and dismantling of these types of vessels / facilities.
The topography of the subject property is such that the highpoint is located in the north central area
with the land sloping downwards to the ocean along the easterly boundary with the natural boundary of
Port Harvey. A creek runs in a parallel with the southerly boundary. Treed areas have been retained
along the creek, adjacent to most of the foreshore and in a few other pockets on the property.
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LOCATION MAP
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Port Harvey

Subject
Property

PROPERTY MAP
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SUBJECT AREA MAP
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SURROUNDING AREA
Land uses in the vicinity of the subject property include:
North: vacant / forested Crown land; one 16.19 hectare (40 acre) rural residential lot with dwelling and
moorage;
South: vacant / forested Crown land;
East: To the east is the area of ocean referred to as Port Harvey ocean area; two Crown land tenures
held by the owners for log handling / storage and private moorage purposes; Range Island which is
vacant / forested Crown land; Crown land tenure and dock infrastructure for commercial moorage
purposes (Port Harvey Marine Resort); one 2.2 hectare (5.436 acre) rural residential property with
dwelling;
West: vacant / forested Crown land
In addition to the above, there are two privately owned vacant properties across Port Harvey located on
East Cracroft Island, the closest of which is approximately 620 metres (2,034 feet). There are also three
privately owned properties which encompass three island that are part of the Mist Islets, the two
southern ones which are developed with dwellings and the closest of which is approximately 785
metres (2,575 feet) from the subject property. It is noted that Port Harvey is used as a stop over point
for recreational marine traffic during the May to September period.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSAL
Marine industrial activities have been historically undertaken on the subject property and adjacent
marine areas. These uses are not currently permitted by the applicable zoning. In addition, the marine
industrial uses that are being undertaken in the marine areas are not legitimized as part of a Crown
land tenure such as a lease or licence of occupation. The owners are seeking to concentrate and
expand the marine industrial type uses within the subject area which includes a 4.35 hectare (10.75
acre) portion of the subject property as well as a 5.58 hectare (13.8 acre) area of the adjacent Crown
foreshore / land covered by water. In order to legitimize these uses, the owners have applied to the
RDMW to rezone the subject area to an appropriate zoning category that will permit them. In addition,
the owners are pursuing issuance of a Crown land tenure by the Province for the portion of the subject
area located within the Crown foreshore / land covered by water.
As part of this proposal, the owners seek to expand the scope and scale of the proposed marine
industrial uses / activities. In this regard, they propose to construct infrastructure that would allow for
barges to be removed from the ocean (a process referred to as barge dewatering) such that work can
be undertaken on these vessels. The agent advises in its report submitted with the Development
Application (see RDMW Rezoning Supplemental Information attached) that barge repair facilities that
offer the ability to dewater larger vessels have decreased in number over the past few decades and
that a lack of these facilities in the South Central Coast region has resulted in barges missing regular
maintenance and increased towing costs associated with maintenance, thereby creating demand. Both
of these factors have economic implications for barge owners and have a direct impact on local
industries including forestry, aquaculture and fishing. The agent notes that construction of a barge
dewatering facility in Port Harvey is in proximity to Johnstone Straight which will provide ready access
to markets to the north and south.
A plan showing the general layout of the proposed infrastructure that would be utilized in the marine
area is included on page 7. The agent indicates that the proposed barge dewatering facility will require
the development of a landing that is approximately 92 metres (301.8 feet) long by 42 metres (138 feet)
wide above the high water mark to allow maintenance and repair works on the vessels to occur.
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PLAN OF PROPOSED MARINE ORIENTED FACILITIES
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Maintenance works will include welding, bottom repairs, repainting, building of structures on barges,
and various other marine repair and maintenance activities. The landing will be lined with an
impermeable membrane and drain to a lined perimeter drain that leads to a containment sump to
ensure contaminants are captured and prevented from entering the marine environment. Specially
designed low profile rail cars will travel the rails allowing for barges to be winched up out of the water.
The agent advises that improvements within the intertidal zone (foreshore) will consist of twelve gently
sloping (<5%) concrete slabs which are 30 centimetres (1 foot) thick, 5.2 metres (17 feet) wide and that
will extend 82 metres (269 feet) with approximately 40 metres (131.2 feet) being above the high water
mark and 42 metres (137.8 feet) traversing through the intertidal zone. These slabs will extend from
approximately the low water level through the intertidal zone maintaining the slope through the
foreshore, similar to a boat ramp. On the concrete slabs, rails will be placed which run the length of the
concrete slabs. No development is expected to occur within the subtidal zone except for the placement
of a few anchors.
A 200 metre (656.2 foot) long by 2 metre (6.56 foot) wide dock is also being proposed to act as a
staging area and tie up for barges. This dock will also be utilized to conduct dock storage and minor
maintenance activities. Each end of the dock will be marked with a yellow flashing light at intervals of
0.5 seconds light and 3.5 seconds dark, to be seen on a clear dark night for a distance of 3 nautical
miles.
The upland will be utilized as a significant component of the proposed facility and will largely be used
for undertaking the work on the barges / vessels, docks and float camps. It will also provide areas for
storage. A shop is presently located in this area, although other facilities may have to be constructed to
accommodate the needs of the operation.
The marine industrial operations are proposed to be undertaken on a year round basis. Vessels will be
temporarily stored at the dock tie up location before being removed from the water for maintenance and
repair activities to be carried out. The agent advises that a significant increase in vessel traffic is not
expected and that on average, one barge will travel to and from the site per week.
POLICY AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
The proposed marine industrial operation within the subject area has been reviewed in the context of
the applicable policies
Regional Plan Bylaw No. 674, 2003
RDMW Regional Plan Bylaw No. 674, 2003 is a strategic plan that outlines the vision and strategic
goals for the Regional District, and establishes land use planning policies with respect to the use of
private and public lands.
The Regional Plan vision indicates that the RDMW will continue to be economically oriented to
resource use and extraction and new opportunities in tourism, services and small business will help
diversify the economy. The strategic goals include:
•
•
•
•

To encourage development that supports economic stability and over the longer term, economic
growth;
To encourage ecologically sound land and water use;
To support development that can be serviced within the capacity of existing regional services or
through private service systems;
To support development of efficient and effective transportation and communication services that
provide long term and efficient linkages within and beyond the RDMW;
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Given that this proposal encompasses privately owned fee simple land (upland portion) as well as
Crown land (marine portion), the Regional Plan policies for both private and public lands are applicable.
The land use policies for private lands recognize that most of the private land outside of its
unincorporated communities is in individual parcels or small clusters of parcels in rural and remote
areas. It notes that development of those parcels usually has few impacts on adjacent uses and has
been addressed through rezoning based on specific development applications. General policies for
land use and development on private lands are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

New development will not be permitted in areas that are hazardous to human occupation and
activities, or in areas that are high risk in terms of ecological sensitivity.
New development adjacent to fishery and wildlife habitat areas and marine foreshore areas will be
required to provide sufficient riparian buffers to maintain habitat quality. Specific requirements will
be consistent with federal and provincial regulations.
All development on private land will have access by public roads or waterways.
All development will be serviced by community sewer and/or water systems, or by private sewer
and/or water systems approved by relevant provincial authorities.
Managed forests on private lands will be encouraged.

The rural area policies for private land that are relevant to the subject p[proposal include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

On private land outside of settlement areas, residential, industrial, and commercial development
with a specific focus related to the tourism sector, and value added and other forestry related
commercial and industrial activities will be encouraged.
The proposed development is compatible with existing resource management activities;
The scale of development does not exceed the ecological capacity of the water body, or the quiet
enjoyment of the area by landowners and the public.
All proposals for new development will identify and protect high-risk ecologically sensitive areas.
All proposals for new development will identify and protect significant heritage and archaeological
sites and resources.
New development outside of the settlement areas will:
- Have a minimum lot area suitable for on-site service provision.
- Be serviced by private sewer and water systems approved by the appropriate provincial
agencies. When on-site sewage disposal services are used, minimum parcel size is dictated by
the Vancouver Island Health Authority and the Local Services Act, and may exceed 2.0
hectares depending on the proposed use, method of waste disposal and soil or site conditions;
- Be compatible with adjacent land uses or resource uses on Crown lands and waters;
- Have zoning bylaw regulations specific to the proposed use.

With respect to public lands, the Regional Plan indicates that in its review of development proposals on
Crown land and waters, the RDMW will be guided by policies in approved provincial planning
documents such as the Vancouver Island Summary Land Use Plan, North Island Straits Coastal Plan,
and the Central Coast Land and Resource Management Plan. It is noted that the North Vancouver
Island Marine Plan (2015) is a newer plan that includes the area that was covered by the North Island
Straits Coastal Plan (2002).
North Vancouver Island Marine Plan (NVIMP)
The NVIMP was completed in 2015. The purpose of the NVIMP is to provide recommendations for
achieving ecosystem-based marine management that maintains social and cultural wellbeing, and
economic development based on healthy ecosystems over the long term. The NVIMP includes
recommendations for developing and maintaining resilient marine ecosystems and sustainable
economies. It focuses on providing direction for managing marine areas, uses and activities.
The subject site is situated in the Johnstone Strait ecosection of the North Vancouver Island Marine
Plan Area as shown on Figure 4 of the NVIMP and is located in the Special Management Zone as
11
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shown on Figure 7 of the NVIMP. The management intent for the Special Management Zone (SMZ) as
described by the NVIMP, is ecosystem-based management of potentially compatible and co-existing
uses, activities, values and interests. SMZ areas are assigned a management emphasis that is
intended to strengthen, encourage and/or maintain opportunities for important existing values, uses or
activities associated with local communities, First Nations and marine economic sectors related to the
area emphasis. Port Harvey is included in SMZ Cultural/Economic Emphasis Area 23 - Minstrel
Island/Call Inlet/Havanna Channel. SMZ Cultural/Economic Emphasis Areas are areas intended to
reinforce their high value to First Nations, on a seasonal and year-round basis, for cultural value
protection, Aboriginal economic development opportunities, and food security. This includes continued
First Nations marine resource use and access to cultural resources, including those for spiritual, social,
food and marine plant fibre harvest, educational and ceremonial purposes. Uses and activities in SMZ
Cultural/Economic Emphasis Areas should strengthen, encourage and/or maintain First Nations cultural
resources and economic opportunities. General provisions for the SMZ are included in Table 13,
recommended uses and activities are outlined in Table 14, and area-based conditions for conditional
uses and activities are included in Table 15.
In a review of Table 14 which details uses and activities that are considered acceptable, conditionally
acceptable or not acceptable for SMZ Cultural/Economic Emphasis Area 23 - Minstrel Island/Call Inlet /
Havanna Channel, it is not entirely clear as to whether all of the uses included as part of the existing
and proposed operations on the marine portion of the subject area are conditionally acceptable or not
acceptable. This relates to two factors:
1) Not all possible marine uses and activities are addressed or contemplated in the NVIMP; and,
2) The ambiguity associated with the descriptions of Level 1 and Level 2 Docks, Wharves and
Facilities. In this regard, Level 1 is permitted in SMZ Cultural/Economic Emphasis Area 23 while
Level 2 is not.
Level 1 Docks, Wharves and Facilities is defined as facilities designed to accommodate commercial,
community, public, or private marine use. Facilities generally do not include a concentration of marine
services. Includes private and public moorage facilities, commercial and community boat ramps, docks
associated with upland lodges and base camps, boat haulouts, and associated structures such as boat
lifts and anchor lines. Permanently affixed to the foreshore or seabed.
Level 2 Docks, Wharves and Facilities is defined as facilities designed to attract and accommodate
commercial vessels or ships, or multiple vessels for commercial, industrial, community, public or private
marine uses. Includes docks, wharves, piers, ramps, breakwaters, and related structures in harbours,
marinas and ferry terminals, and associated marine services (e.g., ways, repairs, food services, pumpout sites, fuel). Structures may be affixed to the foreshore and seabed by pilings or floats, or involve
foreshore fill. Includes commercial ports.
Given the definitions for Level 1 and Level 2 Docks, Wharves and Facilities, it is likely that some of the
characteristics associated with the subject proposal could be considered Level 1 and are therefore
recommended as a conditionally acceptable use / activity at this location. The condition in this case
includes maintaining a distance of at least 50 metres (164 feet) between structures and aquaculture
tenures and shellfish beaches. Other aspects of the subject proposal, could be considered Level 2 and
are therefore not recommended for this area.
RDMW Zoning Bylaw No. 21, 1972
RDMW Zoning Bylaw No. 21, 1972 includes the subject property and adjacent marine area in the Rural
Zone (A-1) which permits a range of uses as follows:
• Single family and two family dwellings;
• Agricultural uses;
• Recreational uses and structures;
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Cemeteries;
Public and quasi-public buildings and uses;
Garbage dumps, provided that the location of the site in respect of water courses and air pollution
has the approval in writing by the Medical Health Officer, or other such person designated by him,
or the Director, Pollution Control Board, whichever has jurisdiction;
Public utility structures and uses;
Commercial Hydro Electric Energy Generation Systems (HEG) and related buildings and structures
and accessory uses;
Commercial Wind Energy Generation Systems (WEG) and related buildings, structures and
accessory uses;
Forestry;
Home Occupation; and,
Accessory Buildings and structures that are clearly subordinate to, customarily incidental to and
exclusively devoted to the principal building or use on the same lot.

The current and proposed marine industrial uses, while they may be of benefit to forestry, are not being
undertaken in directly association with the forestry activities on the subject property under the Private
Managed Forest Land Act. In addition, they are not otherwise permitted by the applicable zoning. As a
result, an expanded or new zoning category would have to be applied in order to accommodate them.
PLANNING ANALYSIS
The owners advise that marine industrial activities have been historically undertaken on the subject
property and adjacent marine areas. These uses are not currently permitted by the applicable zoning.
In addition, the marine industrial uses that are being undertaken in the marine areas are not legitimized
as part of a Crown land tenure such as a lease or licence of occupation. As a result, the owners are
seeking to concentrate and expand the marine industrial type uses within the subject area which
includes a 4.35 hectare (10.75 acre) portion of the subject property, as well as a 5.58 hectare (13.8
acre) area of the adjacent Crown foreshore / land covered by water. In order to legitimize these uses,
the owners have applied to the RDMW to rezone the subject area to an appropriate zoning category
that will permit them. In addition, the owners are pursuing issuance of a Crown land tenure by the
Province for the portion of the subject area located within the Crown foreshore / land covered by water.
In this regard, the Province has asked the RDMW to provide its comments with respect to the Crown
Land Tenure Application with respect to this proposal.
Archaeology
A review of available Province of BC information (Remote Access to Archaeological Data) related to
archaeological sites and areas of high potential for archaeological sites was conducted. Neither of
these are associated with the subject area, although a small (1 metre by 1 metre) archaeological site is
located in the foreshore area of the subject property in the vicinity of Tide Pole Islet in proximity to the
private moorage infrastructure.
Encumbrances
A review of the title for the subject property indicates there are no easements, restrictive covenants or
rights of way registered on title that may otherwise affect the proposed development.
Environment
An environmental impact assessment of the proposed development as it relates to the marine
environment has been conducted by the agent, Pacificus Biological Services Ltd., and its February
2015 report is attached in this regard. In conducting its assessment, Pacificus identified two areas of a
Commercial, Recreational, or Aboriginal fishery (CRA) within the proposed development area. The first
CRA area includes two small eelgrass beds for which minor alterations to the design plan have been
13
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made to avoidance them. The second CRA area is clam habitat of which a 182 square metres (1,959
square feet) would have to be altered to accommodate the proposed development.
Pacificus concludes that with the incorporation of mitigation measures, redesign, or relocation that the
majority of construction activities and all operational activities could avoid Serious Harm to fish or fish
habitat in accordance with the requirements of the Fisheries Act. The 182 square metre (1,959 square
feet) area of CRA clam habitat could not avoid Serious Harm as this area would be covered by
concrete pads. Pacificus advises that due to the small size of the residual Serious Harm, large adjacent
similar clam habitat, a shellfish closure to the area of impact, and with First Nations support, it is of the
opinion that the removal of the CRA clam habitat would not impact the ongoing productivity of a CRA
fishery however, as the changes to the Fisheries Act are relatively new and examples to help define the
applicable parameters on this subject matter are limited, the project was submitted for review by and to
obtain the advice of Fisheries and Oceans Canada as to whether the permanent loss of The 182
square metre (1,959 square feet) area of CRA clam habitat would require a Fisheries Act Section 35 (2)
Authorization. In its letter dated May 20, 2015, Fisheries and Oceans Canada indicates that provided
that the mitigation measures included in the Pacificus Environmental Impact Assessment Report are
implemented, the proposal will not result serious harm to fish and that no formal approval is required
under the Fisheries Act to proceed with the proposal. It is noted that the Fisheries and Oceans Canada
review did not consider the potential impact to fish and fish habitat resulting from operation of the
marine industrial facility once it is constructed because information pertaining to operations was not
provided to Fisheries and Oceans Canada.
Navigation
While Port Harvey does not offer passage as a through route from Johnstone Strait to waters beyond, it
does attract recreational boaters as a place of stop over, primarily during the May to September
season. In this regard, boaters can moor at the Port Harvey Marine Resort which offers commercial
moorage, or anchor within the bay. It is possible that the introduction of larger vessels to Port Harvey
that are transported here to utilize the proposed marine industrial facilities, may offer the potential for
conflicts with recreational boaters.
Servicing
The subject property is not currently served by a public sanitary sewage disposal system, nor are there
plans to provide a system of this nature in this area. As a result, an onsite sewage disposal system is
required to be utilized to service the marine industrial operation. Information related to the particulars
associated with sanitary sewage services has not been provided by the applicant at this time. Details
related to sanitary services will have to be resolved as part of the development process and is a matter
of Provincial regulation implemented by Island Health.
The subject property is not currently served by a public water system, nor are there plans to provide a
system of this nature in this area. As a result, an onsite potable water supply must be provided to
service the proposed development.
Provisions related to servicing requirements have been addressed in draft Bylaw No. 895 with respect
to this proposal. Potable water and sewage treatment / disposal services shall be provided in
association with the establishment of permitted principal and accessory uses, and such services shall
require the approval of Island Health (formerly Vancouver Island Health Unit) or respective ministry or
agency of the Province of British Columbia, depending on which agency has jurisdiction.
There are no public roads in place to access the subject property or service the proposed development
on the subject area. Access is by water only.
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Visual Impacts
A review of aerial photography and available photographs was conducted. This information confirms
the storage of equipment and materials on the subject property in association with marine industrial
uses that are currently being undertaken. While visual appearance is a subjective matter, the presence
of the equipment and materials is in vast contrast to the rural nature of the area. This having been said,
there are few private properties and even fewer dwellings in the area that would be affected from a
visual perspective. On the other hand, frequent public use of Port Harvey by seasonal boaters who
utilize this area for overnight stays may be impacted. Given the topography associated with the subject
property, it may be difficult to otherwise screen storage and other activities associated with an operation
of this magnitude.
Zoning
Staff has drafted Regional District of Mount Waddington Zoning Bylaw Amendment Bylaw No. 895,
2016 (see attached) that if adopted, would include a new zone, namely the Marine Industrial Zone (MI1), as part of Zoning Bylaw No. 21. It would also change the applicable zoning category for the subject
area from the Rural Zone (A-1) to the Marine Industrial Zone (MI-1). This site specific zoning approach
is consistent with the intent of the RDMW Regional Plan which indicates that “new development outside
of the settlement areas will have zoning bylaw regulations specific to the proposed use”.
Staff is recommending that this report and attached information, including Regional District of Mount
Waddington Zoning Bylaw Amendment Bylaw No. 895, 2016
AGENCY REFERRAL PROCESS AND COMMENTS
Staff is recommending that this report and attached information, including Regional District of Mount
Waddington Zoning Bylaw Amendment Bylaw No. 895, 2016, be referred to the following organizations
for review along with a request to provide input / comments by April 15, 2016:
•
•
•
•

Dzawad’enuxm First Nation
Kwikwasut'inuxw Haxwa'mis First Nation
Mamalilikulla-qwe\'qwa\'sot\'em Band
‘Namgis First Nation

•
•
•
•

Nanwakolas Council
Island Health (VIHA)
Ministry of Environment
Transport Canada

Any input received by these agencies can then be considered as part of the decision making process
associated with this proposal and Bylaw No. 895, 2016.
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Section 464 of the Local Government Act stipulates that a local government must not adopt a zoning
bylaw without holding a public hearing on the bylaw for the purpose of allowing the public to make
representations to the local government respecting matters contained in the proposed bylaw. Staff is
recommending that a public hearing be conducted on April 19, 2016 after first reading has been given
to proposed Regional District of Mount Waddington Zoning Bylaw Amendment Bylaw No. 895, 2016.
A number of people have written to the RDWM to provide input on the proposed rezoning and this
correspondence is attached.
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION
Potential impact to the marine environment is a concern in relation to a proposal of this nature. In this
regard, while the RDMW Regional Plan encourages development that supports economic stability and
over the longer term, economic growth, it also encourages the ecologically sound use of land and
water.
15
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The North Vancouver Island Marine Plan does not clearly contemplate a marine industrial use such as
that being proposed and as a result, it is not able to recommend the acceptance or conditional
acceptance of uses / activities of this nature or scale at this location, a location which is associated with
high value to First Nations for cultural value protection, Aboriginal economic development opportunities
and food security. The NVIMP does include recommendations related to a range of acceptable or
conditionally acceptable uses at this location, provided First Nations interests can be addressed, some
of which could be interpreted to include uses and activities associated with the subject proposal.
In order to address matters related to the environment, the proponents have engaged the services of
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd. to conduct an environmental impact assessment. Fisheries and
Oceans Canada has reviewed the environmental impact assessment and concurs with the
recommended mitigation measures as they relate to construction of the proposal development.
Fisheries and Oceans Canada has not however, considered the potential impact to fish and fish habitat
resulting from operation of the marine industrial facility once it is constructed, as information pertaining
to operations was not provided to it.
In order to ensure that the conclusions associated with the environmental impact assessment can be
achieved and impact to the environment can be avoided or minimized, recommended mitigation
measures must be implemented. One of these measures requires a qualified environmental monitor
(EM) be retained to work as part of the construction team to plan and coordinate more detailed site
specific environmental mitigation measures. It would also be the EM’s responsibility to guide the
implementation of the mitigation measures and monitor any activities to the degree the EM feels is
required to properly implement the recommendations identified in the environmental impact
assessment report and meet the requirements of the Fisheries Act. A means for ensuring that all of this
is undertaken as part of the development would have to be determined and agreed to in advance as
part of the planning process. In addition, a registered professional biologist should be retained to
prepare an operational plan for the marine industrial facility that must be adhered to by the operator
once the facility is constructed. Such a plan should also be reviewed by and endorsed by Fisheries and
Oceans Canada.
Staff recommends:
“THAT the Board gives first reading to Regional District of Mount Waddington Zoning Bylaw
Amendment Bylaw No. 895, 2016, which proposes to amend Regional District of Mount Waddington
Zoning Bylaw No. 21, 1972 by changing the applicable zoning category from the Rural Zone (A-1) to
the Marine Industrial Zone (MI-1), for that portion of the property described as District Lot 498, Range 1,
Coast District and comprised of 4.35 hectares (10.75 acres), and that area of Crown foreshore or land
covered by water being part of the bed of Port Harvey within Range 1, Coast District and comprised of
5.583 hectares (13.8 acres).
AND FURTHER THAT the Board directs staff to refer Regional District of Mount Waddington Zoning
Bylaw Amendment Bylaw No. 895, 2016 to the following agencies for review and comment by April 15,
2016: Dzawad’enuxm First Nation, Kwikwasut'inuxw Haxwa'mis First Nation, Mamalilikullaqwe\'qwa\'sot\'em Band, ‘Namgis First Nation, Nanwakolas Council, Island Health, Ministry of
Environment and Transport Canada.
AND FURTHER THAT the Board directs staff to undertake preparations for advertising and conducting
a public hearing with respect to Regional District of Mount Waddington Zoning Bylaw Amendment
Bylaw No. 895, 2016 at 1:00pm on April 19, 2016 at the Regional District office addressed as 2044
McNeill Road, Port McNeill, BC, in accordance with Section 890 of the Local Government Act.”
Respectfully submitted,

Jeff Long
Manager of Planning &Development Services
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REGIONAL DISTRICT OF MOUNT WADDINGTON
ZONING BYLAW NO. 21,
AMENDMENT BYLAW NO. 895, 2016
A Bylaw to Amend Regional District of Mount Waddington Zoning Bylaw No. 21, 1972, to
Rezone Property and Marine Areas Associated with West Cracroft Island and Port Harvey for
Marine Industrial Purposes
WHEREAS the Regional District of Mount Waddington has received a Development Application
requesting consideration of an amendment to Regional District of Mount Waddington Zoning Bylaw No.
21, 1972;
NOW THEREFORE the Board of the Regional District of Mount Waddington, in open meeting
assembled, hereby enacts as follows:
1. Citation
This Bylaw shall be cited as “Regional District of Mount Waddington Zoning Bylaw No. 21,
Amendment Bylaw No. 895, 2016”.
2. Text Amendments
a) Section 2.1.0 “ESTABLISHMENT OF ZONES” of Regional District of Mount Waddington Zoning
Bylaw No. 21, 1972 is hereby amended by inserting the following new zone:
Marine Industrial Zone

MI-1

b) Schedule A Zone Regulations of Regional District of Mount Waddington Zoning Bylaw No. 21,
1972 is hereby amended by inserting the following new zone:
MARINE INDUSTRIAL ZONE (MI-1)
A.23.0

OBJECTIVE

This zone is intended to provide for marine industrial uses and related services on a single lot or
Crown land tenure, or combination thereof.
A.23.1

PRINCIPAL PERMITTED USES
a) Dismantling, reconstruction and repair of marine vessels, docks and float camps;
b) Storage of marine vessels, docks, float camps and materials used in the
construction of these items; and,
c) Forestry including log storage.
ACCESSORY PERMITTED USES
a) Staff accommodations;
b) Docks; and,
d) Equipment and structures used to hoist, move, remove from the water or launch
into the water and to store marine vessels, docks and float camps or parts thereof.

A.23.2

CONDITIONS OF USE
a) Principal and accessory uses shall be undertaken in a manner that does not cause
pollution of the environment. Chemicals and other potential harmful pollutants shall
be handled and stored in a safe manner that minimizes the potential for escape
into the environment and in accordance with provincial and federal requirements.
17
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b) Potable water and sewage treatment / disposal services shall be provided in
association with the establishment of permitted principal and accessory uses, and
such services shall require the approval of Island Health (formerly Vancouver
Island Health Unit) or respective ministry or agency of the Province of British
Columbia, depending on which agency has jurisdiction.
A.23.3

MINIMUM LOT AREA
The minimum area of a lot or portion thereof, Crown land tenure or combination
thereof shall be 4.0 hectares (9.88 acres).

A.23.4

DENSITY
Staff accommodations shall not exceed two buildings with a maximum combined
gross floor area of 400 square metres (4,305.6 square feet).

A.23.5

SETBACKS
The minimum setback for buildings from any property line or from the boundary
between two or more zoning categories shall be 7.5 metres (24.6 feet). Setback
requirements as they relate to a marine area included within a Crown land tenure shall
be as prescribed by the Province.

A.23.6

BUILDING HEIGHT
Buildings and structures shall not exceed 12.0 metres (39.4 feet) in height as
measured from the finished grade or surface of the ocean, whichever is applicable.

3. Zoning Map Amendments
a) Regional District of Mount Waddington Zoning Bylaw No. 21, 1972, is hereby amended by
changing the applicable zoning category from the Rural Zone (A-1) to the Marine Industrial Zone
(MI-1), for that portion of the property described as District Lot 498, Range 1, Coast District and
comprised of 4.35 hectares (10.75 acres), and that area of Crown foreshore or land covered by
water being part of the bed of Port Harvey within Range 1, Coast District and comprised of 5.583
hectares (13.8 acres), as shown on Schedule “A” which is attached hereto and forms part of this
Bylaw.

READ A FIRST TIME THIS

DAY OF

READ A SECOND TIME THIS

, 2016

DAY OF

PUBLIC HEARING HELD THIS

DAY OF

READ A THIRD TIME THIS DAY OF
ADOPTED THIS

ADMINISTRATOR

, 2016

DAY OF

, 2016
, 2016

,2016

CHAIR
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NORTH

PORT
HARVEY

Tide Pole
Islet

WEST CRACROFT ISLAND

That portion of Crown foreshore or
land covered by water being part of
the bed of Port Harvey within
Range 1, Coast District and
comprised of 5.583 hectares
included in Marine Industrial Zone
(MI-1) by Bylaw No. 895, 2016

(MI-1) by Bylaw No. 895, 2016

Portion of District Lot 498, Range
1, Coast District (4.35 hectares)
included in Marine Industrial Zone

RDMW Zoning Bylaw No. 21, Amendment Bylaw No. 895, 2016
3

SCHEDULE “A” TO BYLAW NO. 895, 2016

Northern property boundary of District Lot 498
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REGIONAL DISTRICT OF MOUNT WADDINGTON:
REZONING SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
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Executive Summary
Mike and Linda Buttle require an amendment to their zoning of property DL498. The
property currently has a Managed Forest Classification (Private Managed Forest Land Act) with
a Regional District Rural Zone (A-1). The zoning amendment is required for a portion of the
property to allow for non-forestry related industrial activities (i.e. activities not covered under
either Managed Forest or Rural Zone (A-1)). The following information and maps are provided
to assist the zoning / land use bylaw amendment application and process. Concurrent with this
rezoning application is the application for tenure over a portion of the foreshore area for the
purpose of the construction of a barge dewatering facility and marine maintenance facility. The
tenure application at the time of this rezoning application is in the provincial review process.
The property is located at 50.567360°N and -126.274426°W on the western shore of Port
Harvey (Figure 1 – 3), approximately 30km northwest of Sayward, BC and can only be accessed
via boat or float plane.

Background
The proponent has a private residence and a second building with cooking and entertaining
capabilities on the property. Since the proponent purchased the property he has utilized the
ocean fronting his property for various types of activities such as boat storage, log storage, fish
farm dock storage, float camp storage, and conducting minor repairs to these items.

The

proponent then utilized his upland property to facilitate additional activities associated with the
aforementioned ocean based activities. These activities included and / or include, dismantling of
fish farm docks, repairing docks, storage of docks, dewatering of boats for repairs, storage of
boats. Other actions included forestry related activities directly related to his property such as
barge loading and unloading, logging and reforestation activities, log storage, log debris piles,
logging equipment storage, and logging equipment repair.

The need for these services is

essential to both the logging industry and the fish farm industry.
Existing land based infrastructure includes from south to north direction (Figure 4):


A building with cooking and entertaining capabilities

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.

January 2016
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A private residence house



Agricultural out buildings (chicken coup etc)



Road and logging roads



Log storage and wood debris piles



Scrap metal piles which get removed periodically and recycled



Boat storage and associated boat material storage



Dock, float, fish farm and related storage



Barge ramp



Miscellaneous storage / laydown areas (culverts, vehicles, logging equipment, etc)



Shop for machine repairs



Miscellaneous storage / laydown areas

Existing marine infrastructure includes a private moorage dock on the south end of the
property with an associated lease in good standing, a 25m long expanded metal dock with a 20m
long expanded metal ramp, a 5m by 5m gravel barge ramp that connects the high intertidal zone
and several (4-6) single point mooring anchors and buoys that were used to anchor fish farm
docks.
It is the proponent’s intent to rezone a portion of his property so that the activities that have
occurred in the past are now zoned appropriately. The second reason is the proponent is
proposing additional development in the form of a barge dewatering facility and would like this
rezoning application to apply to the future development of the barge dewatering facility.
Barge repair facilities that offer the ability to dewater larger vessels have decreased in
number over the past few decades. A lack of facilities in the South Central Coast region has
resulted in some barges missing regular maintenance and increased towing costs when
maintenance does get completed. Both of these factors can result in increased down time. These
factors can have a direct impact on the local industries including forestry, aquaculture and the
fishing industry. Mike Buttle Services is proposing to construct a barge dewatering facility in
Port Harvey, which is in very close proximity to Johnstone Straight which is a major shipping
route.
The barge dewatering facility will require the development of a landing (approximately
92m long by 42m deep) above the high water mark to allow maintenance and repair works on the
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.

January 2016
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vessels to occur. Maintenance works will include welding, bottom repairs, repainting, building
of structures on the barge, and various other marine repair and maintenance activities. The
landing will be lined with an impermeable membrane and drain to a lined perimeter drain that
leads to a containment sump to ensure contaminants are captured and prevented from entering
the marine environment. Specially designed low profile rail cars will travel the rails allowing for
barges to be winched up out of the water.
Improvements within the intertidal zone will consist of twelve gently sloping (<5%)
concrete slabs which are 30cm thick, 5.2m wide and extending 82m (approximately 40m above
the high water mark and 42m through the intertidal zone). These slabs will extend from
approximately the low water level (Chart Datum) through the intertidal zone maintaining the
slope through the foreshore, similar to a boat ramp. On the concrete slabs, rails will be placed
which run the length of the concrete slabs. No development is expected to occur within the
subtidal zone except for the placement of a few anchors.
A 200m long by 2m wide dock is also being proposed to act as a staging area and tie up for
barges for before and after they use the dewatering facility. This dock will also be utilized to
conduct the activities that had previously been conducted at this site (fish farm dock storage and
minor maintenance).
The site is to be utilized on a year round basis. Barges will come onto the site and will be
temporarily stored at the dock tie up location before being taken to the facility and removed from
the water for maintenance activities to be carried out. A significant increase in vessel traffic is
not expected. It is expected that on average 1 barge will come to and leave the site per week.
Each end of the 200m long dock will be marked with a yellow flashing light at 0.5 seconds
light and 3.5 seconds dark, with a minimum intensity so as to be seen on a clear dark night for a
distance of 3 nautical miles, or markings will be as per the terms and conditions outlined in the
approval.
The vision of the development is to consolidate all activities that have occurred in the past
(fish farm dock activities) and will occur in the future (barge maintenance facility) within a
portion of the northern area of the property (Figure 5). Activities that are not encompassed
within the current Rural A-1 zoning1 (fish farm dock dismantling, storage, boat storage, repair
etc) will all be moved to this northern portion which is the focus of this re-zoning application.
1

RDMW Interim Zoning Bylaw No. 21, 1972
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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The forestry related activities, equipment, etc will remain separate from the re-zoning and will
continue to occur in the remaining portions of the property.
The proponent does plan to subdivide the same portion that is within this application for rezoning at some point in the future.
First Nations
Two letters of support, one from the Da'naxda'xw Awaetlala First Nation and one from
the Mamalilikulla - Qwe’Qwa’Sot’Em First Nation have been received and are appended to this
application.

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.

January 2016
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Figures:

Port Harvey

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.

January 2016
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Figure 1: 1:100,000 scale map showing the subject property, neighbouring properties and land tenures.

Port Harvey

Figure 2: 1:20,000 scale map showing the subject property, neighbouring properties and land tenures.
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.

January 2016
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Figure 3: 1:5,000 scale map showing the subject property, neighbouring properties and land tenures.
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.

January 2016
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Figure 4: Subject Property showing the existing use and infrastructure. Note that this map isn’t to scale.
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.

January 2016
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Figure 5: Subject Property showing existing use and infrastructure in relation to the proposed area to be rezoned. Note that all activities that
don’t fall under the Rural A-1 zoning uses will be moved to the proposed area for re-zoning. Note that this map isn’t to scale.
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.

January 2016
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Figure 6: Subject Property showing the rough dimensions etc of the areas to be re-zoned and applied for tenure.

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.

January 2016
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Figure 7: Figure of the existing and proposed marine based activities and infrastructure. Note that this map isn’t to scale.
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.

January 2016
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Appendix 1: Letter of Support

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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1.0

ABSTRACT
Mike Buttle Services is in the planning stages of a barge dewatering facility fronting his

property in Port Harvey.

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd. (Pacificus) was contracted to

conduct a marine biological assessment of the proposed development area, provide
environmental advice on the proposed development, and to assist with some of the regulatory
processes (Fisheries Act, Provincial Tenure, and Transport Canada).

Two areas of a

Commercial, Recreational, or Aboriginal (CRA) fishery within the proposed development area
were located during the assessments. The first area was two small eelgrass beds for which minor
alterations to the design plan allowed for avoidance of this CRA habitat. The second was CRA
clam habitat for which a small area (182m2) could not avoid permanent alteration.
Based on the proposed development plans, the assessment determined that through
mitigative measures, redesign, or relocation that the majority of construction activities and all
operational activities could avoid Serious Harm. The small area of clam habitat (182m2) could
not avoid Serious Harm occurring as this area would be covered by concrete pads. Due to the
small size of the residual Serious Harm, large adjacent similar clam habitat, a shellfish closure to
the area of impact, and First Nations support, it is our opinion that the removal of the small area
of clam habitat would not impact the ongoing productivity of a CRA fishery. However; as the
changes to the Fisheries Act are relatively new and examples to help define the applicable
parameters on this subject matter are limited, this project is being submitted for review to obtain
advice from DFO on whether or not the permanent loss of 182m2 of clam habitat will require a
Fisheries Act Section 35 (2) Authorization.

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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2.0

INTRODUCTION
Barge repair facilities that offer the ability to dewater larger vessels have decreased in

number over the past few decades. A lack of facilities in the South Central Coast region has
resulted in some barges missing regular maintenance and increased towing costs when
maintenance does get completed. Both of these factors can result in increased down time. These
factors can have a direct impact on the local industries including forest, aquaculture and the
fishing industry1 (Appendix 1).

Mike Buttle Services is proposing to construct a barge

dewatering facility in Port Harvey, which is in very close proximity to Johnstone Straight which
is a major shipping route.
The proposed facility would require alteration of the intertidal and foreshore area to
develop the facility. As such, Mike Buttle Services contracted Pacificus to provide advice and
guidance in relation to development around fish and fish habitat. Pacificus conducted surveys of
the foreshore, intertidal, and subtidal habitat in the vicinity of the proposed facility. This survey
combined with Fisheries and Oceans Canada’s (DFO) Fisheries Protection Policy Statement
(DFO 2013) ensured Pacificus could provide guidance so that the development could be
compliant with the Fisheries Act. The survey also provided relevant information to be utilized
for the application for provincial tenure of the area of the proposed development and to meet the
requirements of the Navigation Protection Program (NPP).

The objectives of this assessment were to:


Determine the suitability of the selected site for the proposed operations;



Document physical and biological characteristics of the local marine habitat;



Determine if the proposed development is likely to cause serious harm to fish that are
part of a commercial, recreational or Aboriginal fishery, or to fish that support such a
fishery;



1

Provide recommendations to mitigate potential construction or operational impacts.

Letter of Support from John Duncan
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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The following report follows the information requirements outlined by DFO for projects that
require a review2, and provides and/or identifies:


Description of the aquatic environment;



Description of the proposed development;



Fish and fish habitat impacts that may result from the project;



Measures / standards to avoid, mitigate, or offset serious harm to fish that are part of a
commercial, recreational, or Aboriginal fishery, or that support such a fishery, and the
public interest



3.0

Underwater video & still photos;

LOCATION INFORMATION
The proposed facility is to be located at 50.567360°N and -126.274426°W on the western

shore of Port Harvey, which separates West and East Cracroft Islands and connects to Johnston
Straight (Figure 1 and Figure 2). The proposed facility is located approximately 30km northwest
of Sayward, BC and can be accessed via boat or float plane.

2

DFO Request for Review - Form and Guidance www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/asp/forceDownload.asp?FilePath=/pnwppe/reviews-revues/Request-for-Review-eng.pdf accessed February 1, 2015
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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Figure 1: General Location Map Showing the Proposed Barge Dewatering Facility.
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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Figure 2: The location of the proposed facility structures.
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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4.0

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED WORK, UNDERTAKING,
OR ACTIVITY
4.1

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The proposed facility will involve development of both the foreshore and intertidal zone.
No development is expected to occur within the subtidal zone except for the placement of a few
anchors. The design calls for twelve gently sloping (<5%) concrete slabs which are 30cm thick,
2.6m wide and extending 82m (approximately 40m above the high water mark and 42m through
the intertidal zone). These slabs will extend from approximately the low water level (Chart
Datum) through the intertidal zone maintaining the slope through the foreshore, similar to a boat
ramp. On the concrete slabs, rails will be placed which run the length of the concrete slabs. A
landing (approximately 92m long by 40m deep) above the high water mark will be developed to
allow maintenance and repair works on the vessels to occur. The landing will be lined with an
impermeable membrane and drain to a lined perimeter drain that leads to a containment sump to
ensure contaminants are captured and prevented from entering the marine environment.
Specially designed low profile rail cars will travel the rails allowing for barges to be winched up
out of the water. Vessel maintenance works will occur entirely above the high water mark. Refer
to Appendix 2 for the design drawings.
A 200m long by 2m wide dock is also being proposed to act as a staging area and tie up
for barges for before and after they use the dewatering facility.

4.2

CONSTRUCTION

Construction will be separated into three distinct phases based on where works are
occurring.

Commencement of construction is dependent on the timing of receiving the

appropriate agency requirements (DFO review, provincial tenure, Navigation Protection
Program) and the time of year (least risk work window, low tides). Phase one is the construction
works occurring on the dewatering facility upland area above the high water level. The second is
the works on the dewatering facility that needs to occur within the intertidal zone. The third is
the works associated with the dock and tie up area.

Mitigation measures associated with

construction are discussed later in this report.
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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Upland: The upland area will need to be cleared of vegetation and re-sloped using
excavators to meet the designed slope. The top soil will be removed. Appropriate sub material
will be brought in and sloped to the design slope with a perimeter drain. An impermeable
membrane will be put in place and then a capping material brought onsite. There will be a
portion of upland area that during sloping will become new intertidal zone. Paving of the ramps
above the water will occur with placements of rails finishing off the upland construction phase.
Intertidal: The portion of the upland area that will be re-sloped and become new
intertidal zone will occur first. Then minor re-sloping and movement of some of the larger
boulders will occur through the intertidal zone. When the site is dry (appropriate low tides),
framing and pouring of concrete pads will occur. Temporary structures will be the wooden
frame. Concrete is to be poured in the dry and then covered to allow setting as the water level
comes back up. At the lowest tides of the year there will be a very busy period when all the
lowest concrete pads will be poured. Rail installation will complete the intertidal construction
phase.
Dock and Barge Tie Up: Construction of the dock will involve components that are
developed off site and brought to the site. Pre-cast concrete anchors and pre-fabricated metal
floating docks. Six to eight anchors will need to be placed in the subtidal zone. Each anchor
will have a tag end of chain that will lead to a rope that will be attached with another tag end of
chain to the dock. The dock will be expanded metal which allows light penetration and have
hard shelled polyethylene floats.

4.3

OPERATION

Once building is complete it is expected that the facility will be operated for 30 or more
years. Once constructed, operation will involve moving the cars down the tracks, getting the
barge into place and winching it up the ramps onto the upland area. When on the upland area,
barge works will focus on the haul (welding, cutting, grinding applying bottom paint, wood
repair).

4.4

MAINTENANCE AND DECOMMISSIONING

There isn’t any anticipated maintenance work on the facility that would have the potential
to cause serious harm. Decommissioning is not expected to occur for over 30 years after
construction. As such, a detailed decommissioning plan has not been developed.
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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5.0

METHODOLOGY
In order to assess the status of the foreshore, intertidal and subtidal zones, and suitability

for the development activity, several assessments occurred. A preliminary site assessment was
conducted on February 26, 2014 with qualified marine biological professional Dave Pratt,
R.B.Tech. of Pacificus accompanied by Mike Buttle (proponent) and Jeff King of CR
Engineering Inc. A full intertidal assessment was then conducted on April 2, 2014 by Dave Pratt
and Rachel Myers, B.Sc. of Pacificus. Then on April 11th, 2014 a dive survey was conducted by
qualified marine biological professionals and WCB recognized occupational SCUBA divers
from Pacificus (Derek LeBoeuf, RPBio; Adam Harding, BSc, BIT; and Victoria Burdett-Coots,
RPBio).
Port Harvey (#8250) was used as the closest tidal station as the proposed development
site occurs within Port Harvey. The highest tidal height at this station for the past 12 months was
5.1m. The tidal height on the April 2nd assessment was based around the low tide which was
0.8m at 10:08 and on the April 11th assessment was 3.2m3. Chart datum was used as the depth
reference in this report.
The methodologies for the survey of the assessment area followed general practices for
the assessment of the marine environment utilizing transects as the primary method of
assessment. The marine assessment was composed of two parts: a reconnaissance survey of the
foreshore and nearshore environment, and the field assessment. In addition to the intertidal
transect survey, a parallel to shore dive was conducted, and remote viewing of the area utilizing a
drop camera.
The reconnaissance surveys included a review of existing marine charts, topographic and
operational maps of the area. Once on site, biologists briefly assessed the entire site for potential
impacts, and determined the optimal locations to focus survey efforts.
Transects were established perpendicular to the shoreline originating at the highest high
water mark (HHWM). Transects varied in length, with 8 transects in total being set. Transect
length varied but each transect extended from the HHWM to the water level on the date and time
of the assessment. The parallel to shore dive survey focused on the area fronting the proposed
barge dewatering facility. The drop camera assessments were conducted in the area of the
proposed dock and barge tie up area. Each transect, swim and drop camera transect was
3

http://www.waterlevels.gc.ca/eng/station?sid=8250 (website accessed 09/02/2015).
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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numbered, geo-referenced, and was outlined in the site diagrams contained within this document
(Figure 3 and Figure 4).
Transects 1 through 4 were intertidal assessments and were located at the proposed dewatering facility. Transect 5 was a SCUBA surveyed transect and was placed adjacent to an
existing dock within the proposed tenure area. Transects 6 through 8 were intertidal assessments
and were located throughout the remaining proposed tenure area. SCUBA parallel to shore
swims were conducted and fronted the proposed dewatering site and mapped the eelgrass bed
adjacent to the site. Two drop camera transects were conducted in the area of the proposed dock
and barge tie up area.
Fish habitat observations were recorded every 10m along each transect line, and more
frequently when significant changes in habitat characteristics occurred. Substrate type (see
Table 10) and relative abundance was recorded along the length of each transect. Estimates of
abundance for marine flora, sessile fauna, and motile fauna within the survey area were also
recorded. Where clam habitat was observed or suspected a 1m x 1m x 30cm deep test pit was
dug to determine benthic invertebrate use.

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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Figure 3: Image Depicting the Proposed Development Area with the Areas Where the Assessment Focused.
(DC = Drop Camera Transect, SC = SCUBA Transect)
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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Figure 4: Close up image focused on the Barge Dewatering Site. This image depicts areas of sensitive habitats, assessment
components, and proposed development.
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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6.0

DESCRIPTION OF AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT
6.1

SUMMARY OF SUBSTRATE CHARACTERISTICS

The shoreline fronting the proposed development had fairly uniform substrate
characteristics and slope. Substrate through the intertidal zone was typically large or moderately
sized boulders in the high intertidal zone transitioning to a mix of cobble, sand/shell hash and
fines. Subtidal substrate was either sand (Drop Camera 1 (DC1) and DC2) with one area,
Transect 5 beyond 45m slope distance, transitioned to a flocculent mud layer that was very thick
(>15cm) and easily suspended into the water column. Slopes through the intertidal zone along
Transects 1 through 4 exhibited a very gentle slope (<5%) which then transitioned to a steeper
slope (15-20%) through the upper subtidal zone. Transect 5 had a very small intertidal zone
(<10m) followed by a moderately steep slope (10-15%) to 45m slope distance at which point
slope gradient became 0-2% for the remainder of the transect. Transects 6, 7 and 8 had a smaller
and slightly steeper (5-10%) intertidal zone than Transects 1 through 4 followed by a moderately
steep upper subtidal zone (15-20%) which quickly transitions to a gentle sloping sand substrate.
Throughout the area the bathymetry levels out by 70m from the high water mark at a depth of
approximately 6.7m (chart datum).
Site photos are shown in Photo 1 and Photo 2 .Substrate characteristics are graphically
displayed in Figure 5. Bathymetric profiles are provided in Table 1 and Figure 6.

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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Figure 5: Figure Showing the Substrate Characteristics of the Area Fronting the Proposed Development
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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Photo 1: Photo panel focusing on the proposed barge de-watering site.
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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Photo 2: Photo panel focusing on the southern portion of the development where the dock and barge storage is proposed to occur.

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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Transect 3

Transect 6

Transect 5

Transect 7

Figure 6: Bathymetric Profiles of the Transects Conducted During the Biological Assessment.
Note that Transect 3 was used to depict Transects 1,2 and 4 as they were nearly identical and Transect 8 was outside of the proposed area.

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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Table 1: Bathymetry of Transects Conducted During the Biological Assessment at the Proposed Barge Dewatering Facility.

Transect
Number

Origin

50°34'4.10"N,
Transect 3 126°16'29.78"
W
50°34'0.08"N
Transect 5 126°16'29.58"
W
50°33'55.93"N
Transect 6 126°16'31.69"
W
50°33'53.11"N
Transect 7 126°16'33.40"
W

0m
Sounding
Chart Datum
HHWM
Sounding
Chart Datum
HHWM
Sounding
Chart Datum
HHWM
Sounding
Chart Datum
HHWM

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.

5.1
NA
0.00
5.1
NA
0.00
5.1
NA
0.00
5.1
NA
0.00

10m
3.0
3.8
-1.3
0.8
1.6
-3.5
2.2
3.0
-2.1
3.1
3.9
-1.2

20m
1.0
1.8
-3.3
-3.2
-2.4
-7.5
-0.4
0.4
-4.7
1.5
2.3
-2.8

30m
0.0
0.8
-4.3
-5.2
-4.4
-9.5
-2.9
-2.1
-7.2
-2.2
-1.4
-6.5

40m
-2.1
-1.3
-6.4
-6.2
-5.4
-10.5
-5.1
-4.3
-9.4
-5.1
-4.3
-9.4

50m

60m

-5.1
-4.3
-9.4
-7.5
-6.7
-11.8
-7.5
-6.7
-11.8
-7.5
-6.7
-11.8

-7.5
-6.7
-11.8
-7.5
-6.7
-11.8
-7.5
-6.7
-11.8
-7.5
-6.7
-11.8

70m
-7.5
-6.7
-11.8
-7.5
-6.7
-11.8
-7.5
-6.7
-11.8
-7.5
-6.7
-11.8
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6.2

SUMMARY OF HABITATS

The vast majority of the marine environment observed during the biological assessment
was considered to be of low productive habitat. Small areas of moderate productive habitats
were observed as well as small areas that had CRA fish or habitat that contributes to a CRA
fishery.

These habitats are described in Section 6.3.

A detailed summary of the species

observed during the biological assessment at this site is provided in Appendix 3. Photo 3
contains photos of the typical intertidal habitats present during the assessment.
The intertidal zone was nearly uniform between all 8 transects surveyed and therefore
have been combined. The majority of the high intertidal zone consisted of boulders or cobbles
covered with low densities of limpet species, barnacles (Balanus spp.), rockweed (Fucus
gardneri), and shore crabs. Through the lower intertidal zone the substrate transitioned to sand
with limited green sea lettuce (Ulva spp.) and low densities of rockweed. Small distinct clam
beds containing Nuttall’s cockle (Clinocardium nuttallii) / butter clam (Saxidomus gigantea) /
Pacific littleneck (Protothaca staminea) and bent-nose macoma (Macoma secta) were observed
and mapped. Densities of all species combined averaged between 2 and 6/m2. In total three
separate clam beds were identified with total area of 530m2. Where cobble existed in the lower
intertidal zone barnacles and rockweed was present.
The subtidal zone consisted almost entirely of a sand (Photo 4). Fronting the dewatering
site very sporadic Nuttall’s cockle and butter clam siphons observed (16 siphons observed over
250m swim).

Other species observed were sunflower seastars (Pycnopodia helianthoides),

plumose anemones (Metridium giganteum), Dungeness crab (Cancer magister), a red rock Crab
(Cancer productus), and slender cancer crab (Cancer gracilis). Two relatively small eelgrass
beds were identified adjacent to the proposed site. They were mapped to be 13m x 6m for a total
78m2 and 17m x5m for a total of 85m2 respectively. Shoot density was observed to be 15-20/m2
with a blade height of 60cm. The eelgrass did continue in a very patchy distribution away from
the proposed site but was not investigated further.
The subtidal zone in the proposed barge tie up area had low densities of Laminaria and
brown filamentous algae. Evidence of clams were siphon holes (2-3/m2) and shell fragments of
Nuttall’s cockle / butter clam / Pacific littleneck and bent-nose macoma (Photo 4). Other species
observed in very low densities were Dungeness crab, red rock crab and sunflower seastars.
Plumose anemones were observed along Transect 5.
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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Photo 3: Photo panel showing ta cross section of the typical intertidal habitats present at
the proposed site.

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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Photo 4: Underwater photos of habitats present during the assessment.

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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6.3

SENSITIVE HABITATS AND CRA FISHERIES

No Species at Risk or associated habitat as defined by Environment Canada’s Species at
Risk Act were noted at the time of the survey nor were any red or blue listed species observed in
the proposed tenure area4.
The proposed development is located in DFO Section 123, W. Cracroft Island Herring
Spawn records. Herring spawn has not been documented within Port Harvey. The nearest
documented spawn is approximately 10km away across Havannah Channel in Boughey Bay on
the mainland. Section 123 has only had 1 documented spawn record (2004) since 1994. In 2004
average spawn length and width were 507m and 6m, respectively. The majority of spawning
occurs from early March to mid April5.
Three intertidal clam beds consisting of butter, littleneck, cockle, and macoma clams
were observed and mapped. In addition the majority of the subtidal area throughout the assessed
area had either siphon holes or shells of the same species but in much lower densities (2-3/m2).
One large clam (15000m2) bed is documented in the DFO database6 and is 1km away from the
proposed development. In addition a very large intertidal (Photo 5) and subtidal clam bed is
identified to occur directly across from the proposed development approximately 600m due east.
These large intertidal areas were historically utilized by the First Nations to harvest clams (Pers.
Comm. Mike Buttle). A current shellfish sanitary closure is in affect throughout the entire
proposed development area (Figure 7).

4

http://www.registrelep-sararegistry.gc.ca/species/schedules_e.cfm?id=1 (accessed 08/01/2015)
DFO Herring Spawn Records - http://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/science/species-especes/pelagic-pelagique/herringhareng/herspawn/123fig-eng.html
6
http://pacgis01.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/Mapster30/#/SilverMapster (accessed 08/01/2015).
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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Photo 5: Photo panel showing clam habitat at the proposed site as well as clam habitat
across the bay.

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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Proposed
Development

Figure 7: Shellfish Sanitary Closure7.
Resident and migrating killer whales (Orcinus orca)8 may utilize Port Harvey, depending
on the presence of respective prey species. Other marine mammals that may frequent Port
Harvey include; humpback (Megaptera novaeangliae). There are no known harbour seal (Phoca
vitulina) haulouts in proximity to the proposed development9. Measures to accommodate and
observe for marine mammal activity is included in the Mitigation Management Plan (MMP)
(Appendix 4).
There were no freshwater inputs observed during the biological assessment. There are no
records of anadromous rivers within proximity (<300m) of the proposed development area on
available online resources10, 11.
Port Harvey is located within Fisheries Management Area 12-212. Fisheries Management
Area 12 is included in Commercial Salmon License Area B13, however commercial salmon
7

DFO Shellfish Closure http://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fm-gp/contamination/sani/area-secteur-12/12.28-eng.html
Atlas of the Pacific North Coast Integrated Management Area - http://pncima.org/site/atlas.html (accessed
02/10/2014).
9
http://bcmca.ca/datafeatures/eco_mammals_harboursealhaulouts/ (accessed 09/01/2015)
10
IMapBC (http://maps.gov.bc.ca/ess/sv/imapbc/) (accessed 09/01/2015)
11
Habitat Wizard (http://maps.gov.bc.ca/ess/sv/habwiz/), Fish Inventories Data Queries
(http://a100.gov.bc.ca/pub/fidq/infoSingleWaterbody.do) accessed 09/01/2015
12
http://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fm-gp/maps-cartes/areas-secteurs/06-eng.html (accessed 09/01/2015)
13
http://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fm-gp/maps-cartes/salmon-saumon/area-zone-B-eng.html (accessed 09/01/2015)
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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fishing in the immediate vicinity of the proposed development is improbable and hasn’t been
observed since Mike Buttle has owned the property (Pers. Comm. Mike Buttle).

7.0

DESCRIPTION OF EFFECTS ON FISH AND FISH
HABITAT
7.1

PREDICTED AND POTENTIAL EFFECTS TO FISH AND FISH HABITAT

The predicted and potential effects to fish and fish habitat that are anticipated to occur
during construction, operation, maintenance and decommissioning have been outlined within
Table 2 and Table 3.
Potential impact to the intertidal zone from the construction activity of re-contouring to
meet the designed grade is anticipated to affect approximately 2400m2 of low productive habitat
(barnacles, rockweed, sea lettuce). This impact is expected to be temporary as these same
species will recolonize the newly contoured area. An additional 700m2 of high intertidal habitat
is expected to be created for which low productive species of barnacles and rockweed are
anticipated to colonize.
Impacts to the three identified intertidal clam beds will occur in the form of removal of
available habitat. An area of between 100m2 and 150m2 of clam habitat is anticipated to be
covered by the concrete ramps. An additional area of 32m2 of subtidal clam habitat is expected
to be covered through the placement of 6-8 concrete anchors.
Through design alteration, impacts to the identified eelgrass beds are not anticipated to
occur provided construction and operational impacts are mitigated for.
Through mitigation described in the appended MMP, all other potential impacts are
expected to be temporary in nature, or not result in Serious Harm.

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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Table 2: Area and Potential Impacts Associated with the Construction of the Proposed
Dewatering Facility.
Area of Terrestrial Habitat
Position of Area impacted below HWM
Area of Clam Bed
Converted to Intertidal Habitat
Rails (ft)
(2.6m x 42) (m²)
Impacted (m²)
(m²)
0
109
20.5
58.3
25
109
1.2
58.3
50
109
11
58.3
75
109
11
58.3
100
109
11
58.3
125
109
5.5
58.3
150
109
11
58.3
175
109
13
58.3
200
109
15
58.3
225
109
0
58.3
250
109
0
58.3
275
109
0
58.3
Totals
1308
99.2
700

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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Table 3: Summary Table for Potential Impacts of the Proposed Development.

Proposed
Avoidance Measure and
Potential Areaof Impact
work/undertaking/activity
Standard
Planning
Facility Placement
Identified Eelgrass Beds
Re-Design was incorperated to
avoid the sensitive habitat
Construction Upland Development - soil None Anticipated
Erosion and Sediment Control removal, clearing, spoil pile,
See MMP for specific details
re-contouring, and capping
Construction Intertidal Contouring Max area = 4000m2
Investigated alternate designs
moving boulders, reExpected area = 2400m2 that would not required recontouring to required grade. Minimum area = 1340m2 controuring such as pilings
instead of concrete pads but
Potential impact to identified could not be redesigned.
clam beds will be covered
under Concrete Ramps.

Measures and Standards to Mitigate
serious harm to fish
N/A

Residual serious harm to
fish
None Anticipated

Erosion and Sediment Control - See MMP
for specific details

None Anticipated

Erosion and Sediment Control
Timing - work during low tides in the dry

No residual serious harm to
fish is expected if mitigated
properly as the new habitat
will provide the same habitat
as the old habitat.

Construction Creation of Intertidal Area
An area that is currently
above the high high water
mark will be recontoured and
turned into high intertidal
habitat.
Construction Concrete Pouring Concrete Ramp creation in
the intertidal

Erosion and Sediment Control
Timing - work during low tides in the dry

Phase

Construction Anchor Placement

Max area = 1000m2
Expected area = 700m2
Minimum area = 500m2

N/A

Estimated area = 1340m2

Investigated alternate designs
that would not required recontrouring such as pilings
instead of concrete pads but
could not be redesigned.

Impact to identified clam
beds will occur.

6-8 anchor placement
4m2/anchor
Estimated area = 32m2

See MMP for specific details

See MMP for specific details

Contaminant Containment Timing - work during low tides in the dry
See MMP for specific details

Investigated alternative siting but Pre-cast and built
subtidal clam bed is uniform
throughout site.

Barge Mainenance

Operation

Boating N/A
Impacts to Marine Mammals

Operation

Shading - barge storage at
dock

Maintenance No required or scheduled
maintenance is anticipated

Approximate 200m radius
of dewatering facility

Designed facility to capture
Contaminant and Spill Management
surface runoff and drain to one
area for processing before enting See MMP for specific details
the marine environment
N/A
Whale Wise Guidelines

<5% coverage of algal
species utilization

N/A

N/A

N/A

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.

Removal of Clam Bed Area
Max area = 520m2
Expected area = 150m2
Minimum area = 75m2
Portions of each clam bed
will be covered by concrete
ramps.
Removal of Clam Bed Area
Expected area = 32m2
Anchors will partially offset
impacts by providing
attachment points for inverts
and algae.

Impact to identified subtidal
clam beds will likely occur.
Operation

No residual serious harm is
anticipated. An area of
700m2 in the high intertidal
zone is anticipated to be
created.

See MMP for specific details
Temporary storage and dock is constructed
of grated metal that will allow light
penetration
N/A

None Anticipated

None Anticipated

None Anticipated

None Anticipated
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7.2

EFFECTIVENESS MONITORING

After construction is completed a follow up assessment/as built must be conducted. The
pre-operational biological assessment has provided a base-line comparison. The observations
from the post-operational assessment will be compared against the observations recorded in the
pre-operational assessment report so that environmental changes can be identified.

This

comparison will be important for quantifying the magnitude of any impacts and evaluating the
effectiveness of mitigation measures which were employed.

7.3

RESIDUAL SERIOUS HARM

After mitigation measures are employed, it is anticipated that Serious Harm cannot be
avoided to approximately 150m2 of intertidal clam habitat and 32m2 of subtidal clam habitat. As
such an estimate of 182m2 of clam habitat is anticipated to be permanently impacted.

8.0

DISCUSSION, SUMMARY, AND CONCLUSION
The environmental impact assessment of the proposed barge dewatering facility is

described in this report. Provided proper upland water containment and management facilities
are implemented no impacts from operation are expected to occur. While most impacts related
to construction at this site can be avoided or mitigated, there is an estimated 182m2 of CRA clam
habitat that will be permanently altered due to the construction of this facility.
The following factors have been considered in the determination of whether the removal
of 182m2 of clam habitat would impact the ongoing productivity of the CRA clam fisheries:


The clam bed area to be impacted currently occurs within a sanitary closure and
cannot be harvested or consumed.



The aboriginal aspect of the CRA fishery will not apply as there is strong
indication that consent by the potentially affected First Nations will be given for
the development of this impact (Pers. Comm. Mike Buttle and Harold Sewid,
Chief of the Mamalilikulla - Qwe’Qwa’Sot’Em First Nation). A letter of support
has not been received at the time of submission of this request for review to DFO.
If a letter of support is not received or other concerns are raised, DFO will be
notified of this change.

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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There are very large clam beds within close proximity to the expected area of
impact. An area of approximately 15,000m2 has been identified in the DFO data
base, another bed of at least the same size 15,000m2 exists in the in large intertidal
basin across from the proposed site, and lastly the subtidal area examined during
this assessment both fronting the dewatering site and within the remaining tenure
showed evidence of a nearly continuous subtidal clam bed with the similar
species.

As such, removal of 182m2 or <1% of clam habitat should not

permanently impact the ongoing productivity of the clam fisheries for these
species.
Due to the small size of the residual Serious Harm, large adjacent similar clam habitat, a
shellfish closure to the area of impact, and First Nations support, it is our opinion that the
removal of the small area of clam habitat would not impact the ongoing productivity of a CRA
fishery. However; as the changes to the Fisheries Act are relatively new and examples to help
define the applicable parameters on this subject matter are limited, this project is being submitted
for review to obtain advice from DFO on whether or not the permanent loss of 182m2 of clam
habitat will require a Fisheries Act Section 35 (2) Authorization.

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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10.0 APPENDICES
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Appendix 1: Letter of Support for Barge and Ship Dewatering Facility in Port Harvey
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Appendix 2: Barge Maintenance Facility Engineered Drawings (note may not be to scale).
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Appendix 4: Species observed Along Each Intertidal Transect, SCUBA Transect, Drop Camera Transect, and SCUBA Swim.
TRANSECT #1

Transect Location

Substrate

0-10m
10-20m

Boulder, Cobble
Boulder, Cobble

20-30m

Boulder, Cobble, Sand

30-40m

Sand, Cobble

40-60m

Sand, Cobble

Common Name
sea lettuce
sea lettuce
barnacles
rockweed
limpets
sea lettuce
barnacles
rockweed
sea lettuce
barnacles
rockweed
Pacific blue mussel
sea lettuce
barnacles
butter clam
Pacific littleneck
rockweed
Pacific blue mussel

Biota
Scientific Name
Ulva spp.
Ulva spp.
Blanus spp.
Fucus gardneri
Ulva spp.
Blanus spp.
Fucus gardneri
Ulva spp.
Blanus spp.
Fucus gardneri
Mytilus eduli
Ulva spp.
Blanus spp.
Saxidomus gigantea
Protothaca staminea
Fucus gardneri
Mytilus eduli

Abundance
20%
10%
20%
40%
<5%
<5%
30%
40%
30%
40%
5%
5%
20%
10%
2/m2%
4/m2
5%
5%

TRANSECT #2
Transect Location

Substrate

0-10m

Cobbles, Boulder

10-20m

Cobbles, Boulder

20-30m

Cobbles, Boulder

30-40m

Sand, Cobble

40-50m

Cobble

Common Name
limpets
Old pieces of metal
barnacles
rockweed
shore crabs
barnacles
rockweed
sea lettuce
rockweed
sea lettuce
Siphon holes
macoma clam
Pacific littleneck
barnacles
rockweed
brown filamentous algae

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.

Scientific Name

Blanus spp.
Fucus gardneri
Blanus spp.
Fucus gardneri
Ulva spp.
Fucus gardneri
Ulva spp.
Macoma spp.
Protothaca staminea
Blanus spp.
Fucus gardneri

Abundance
<10%
<5%
20-30%
20-30%
5/m2
40%
75%
20%
10-15%
20%

Wood Debris
Category % coverage Accumulation

Wood Debris
Category % coverage Accumulation

1/m2
1.5/m2
50%
25%
10%
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TRANSECT #3
Transect Location

Substrate

0-10m

Boulder, Cobble

10-20m

Sand

20-30m

Sand, Cobble

30-40m

Cobble, Sand

Common Name
barnacles
rockweed
sea lettuce
barnacles
rockweed
Pacific blue mussel
barnacles
Pacific littleneck
macoma clam
sea lettuce
sunflower star
hooded nudibranch

TRANSECT #4
Transect Location

Substrate

0-10m

Boulder, Cobble

10-20m

20-30m

30-40m

Common Name
limpet
barnacles
filamentous brown algae
rockweed

Cobble, Boulder to Sand, Boulder sea lettuce
siphon holes
filamentous brown algae
Sand, Cobble
barnacles
rockweed
mottled sea star
Cobble
Sugar Wrack

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.

Biota
Scientific Name
Blanus spp.
Fucus gardneri
Ulva spp.
Blanus spp.
Fucus gardneri
Mytilus eduli
Blanus spp.
Protothaca staminea
Macoma spp.
Ulva spp.
Pycnopodia helianthoides
Melibe leonina

Biota
Scientific Name
Blanus spp.
Fucus gardneri
Ulva spp.

Blanus spp.
Fucus gardneri
Evasterias troschelii
Laminaria spp.

Abundance
10%
5%
5%
10%
5%
5%
10%
1/m2
4/m2
5%
3
1

Abundance
<5%
50%
<5%
60%

Wood Debris
Category % coverage Accumulation

Wood Debris
Category % coverage Accumulation

30%
1/m2
<5%
30%
30%
1/m2
30%
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TRANSECT #5
Transect Location

Substrate

0-10m

Boulder, Sand

10-20m

Sand, Cobble

20-30m

Sand

30-40m
40-90m

Sand, Organic detritus
Floculant Silt/Organic Detritus

Common Name
barnacles
rockweed
giant plumose anemone
sea lettuce
mottled seastar
giant plumose anemone
butter clam shells
cockle shells
giant plumose anemone
giant plumose anemone
Dungeness Crab
Sunflower Star

Scientific Name
Blanus spp.
Fucus gardneri
Metridium farcimen
Ulva spp.
Evasterias troschelii
Metridium farcimen
Saxidomus gigantea
Clinocardium nuttallii
Metridium farcimen
Metridium farcimen
Cancer magister
Pycnopodia helianthoides

Abundance
50%
30%
1/m2
10%
1
1
1/m2
1/m2
1/m2
1/m2
1
1

Common Name
barnacles
barnacles

Scientific Name
Blanus spp.
Blanus spp.

Abundance
40%
20%

Common Name
barnacles
barnacles
sea lettuce

Scientific Name
Blanus spp.
Blanus spp.
Ulva spp.

Abundance
20%
10%
<5%

Common Name
barnacles
barnacles

Scientific Name
Blanus spp.
Blanus spp.

Abundance
40%
20%

TRANSECT #6
Transect Location

Substrate

0-10m
10-20m

Boulder, Sand
Sand, few Boulders

TRANSECT #7
Transect Location

Substrate

0-10m
10-20m

Boulder, Sand
Sand, few Boulders

TRANSECT #8
Transect Location

Substrate

0-10m
10-20m
20-30m

Cobble
Cobbles, Sand, Gravel
Sand, Gravel

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.

Wood Debris
Category % coverage Accumulation

Fine

40

2cm

Fine

80

2cm

Fine

4000%

2cm

Wood Debris
Category % coverage Accumulation

Wood Debris
Category % coverage Accumulation

Wood Debris
Category % coverage Accumulation
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PARALLEL TO SHORE SWIM 1 - Shallow 3m chart datum
Biota
Time
Substrate
Common Name
Scientific Name
Abundance
0min-5min
Sand
sugar wrack kelp
Laminaria spp.
<5%
sea lettuce
Ulva spp.
<5%
sunflower star
Pycnopodia helianthoides
15
Siphon holes
1/m2
butter, cockle, macoma, littleneck shell and shell fragments
2-5/m2
giant plumose anemone
Metridium farcimen
5
5min-8.5min
Sand
sugar wrack kelp
Laminaria spp.
<5%
sea lettuce
Ulva spp.
<5%
Siphon holes
1/m2
butter, cockle, macoma, littleneck shell and shell fragments
1-3/m2
giant plumose anemone
Metridium farcimen
2
slender cancer crab
Cancer gracilis
1
sunflower star
Pycnopodia helianthoides
1
8.5min-11.5min
sand
eelgrass
zostera marin
20/m2
hooded nudibranch
Melibe leonina
5/m2
butter, cockle, macoma, littleneck shell and shell fragments
1/m2
PARALLEL TO SHORE SWIM 2 - Deeper 5m chart datum
Time

Substrate

0min-5min

Sand

5min-10min

Sand

Biota
Scientific Name
Laminaria spp.
Ulva spp.
Cancer gracilis
Cancer magister

Common Name
sugar wrack kelp
sea lettuce
slender cancer crab
Dungeness Crab
Siphon holes
butter, cockle, macoma, littleneck shell and shell fragments
red rock crab
Cancer productus
sugar wrack kelp
Laminaria spp.
sea lettuce
Ulva spp.
giant pink star
Pisaster brevispinus
butter, cockle, macoma, littleneck shell and shell fragments
giant plumose anemone
Metridium farcimen
slender cancer crab
Cancer gracilis
Dungeness Crab
Cancer magister
sunflower star
Pycnopodia helianthoides
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Abundance
<5%
<5%
1
2
1/m2
2-3/m2
1
<5%
<5%
1
2-5/m2
6
1
4
5

Wood Debris
Category % coverage Accumulation

Wood Debris
Category % coverage Accumulation
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Drop Camera 1
Transect Location

Substrate

n/a

Sand

Biota
Scientific Name
Laminaria spp.

Common Name
sugar wrack kelp
brown filamentous algea
sunflower star
Pycnopodia helianthoides
red rock crab
Cancer productus
Siphon holes
butter, cockle, macoma, littleneck shell and shell fragments

Drop Camera 2
Transect Location

Substrate

n/a

Sand

Abundance
<5%
10%
1
1
2/m2
2-5/m2

Wood Debris
Category % coverage Accumulation

Biota
Common Name

Scientific Name

Dungeness Crab
Cancer magister
Siphon holes
butter, cockle, macoma, littleneck shell and shell fragments

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.

Wood Debris
Abundance

Category % coverage Accumulation

1
2-3/m2
1-4/m2
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Appendix 4: Barge Dewatering Facility Mitigation Management Plan.
The following mitigation measures provide a broad based guidance framework to minimize
impacts based on the proposed construction and operation activities at the time of writing of this
report. The objective of the plan is to avoid and mitigate causing serious harm to CRA fisheries, or
fish that sustain such fisheries. This plan has been adapted from generic advice presented within
relevant AWPs, and DFOs website Measures to Avoid Causing Harm to Fish and Fish Habitat14. It
is strongly recommended that a qualified environmental monitor (EM) be retained to work as part of
the construction team to plan and coordinate more detailed site specific measures. It would also be
the EM’s responsibility to guide the implementation of the mitigation measures and monitor any
activities to the degree the EM feels is required to meet the details outlined within this report and
the Fisheries Act.
GENERAL MITIGATION MEASURES AND OPERATIONAL MITIGATION MEASURES
The following apply to both general construction activities as well apply to operation of the
facility and as such have been combined.
Debris and Contaminants


Solid waste (cables, metal bands, machinery parts, metal drums, lubricant containers, etc.)
will be regularly collected and removed to an appropriate designated upland disposal
location where it is not permitted to enter riparian vegetation, fresh water streams, wetlands
or marine waters.



The containment sump must be designed to ensure contaminants are captured and prevented
from entering the marine environment to a standard that meets the Fisheries Act Section 36.



No discharge of raw or treated sewage to the marine environment occurs from vessels
moored at the dock. Sewage disposal from ships must adhere to the Regulations for the
Pollution from Ships and for Dangerous Chemicals

Fish:


This project is considered low risk and is unlikely to result in serious harm to CRA fisheries.
Operation or construction of the barge dewatering facility can occur outside of the least risk
work window (Area 12: Alert Bay: Summer window: July 1 – August 15 | Winter window:

14

http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/measures-mesures/index-eng.html (accessed 01/02/2012)
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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November 15 – February 15)

15

provided these additional precautionary measures are

followed. This may include maintaining a “Fish and Fish Habitat Monitoring Form” to
monitor and assess presence of CRA fishery species, and implement appropriate mitigation
measures. It is recommended that a Qualified Biological Professional be available for
consultation. Site specific CRA fishery concerns for the area include:
o Monitor for herring spawning (historical activity in close proximity to the site).
Marine Mammals:


In-water operations must be temporarily suspended if whales approach to within 500m of
site.



Ensure that operational activities do not disturb marine mammals.
o Follow Best Management Practices for vessels operating near whales, dolphins and
porpoises: be cautious, slow down, keep clear of the animals’ path and do not
approach or position your vessel within 400m of a whale.

If a vessel is

unexpectedly within 100m of a whale, stop immediately and allow the whale to pass
(see

http://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fm-gp/species-especes/mammals-

mammiferes/view-observer-eng.html for guidance).
Spill Control Response Plan
The spill monitoring response plan and procedures will be used to mitigate the negative effects
to fish and fish habitat should a petroleum, oil or fuel spill occur. Appropriate fuel handling and
storage procedures will be implemented to prevent discharge of deleterious substances to the marine
environment. The following mitigation measures will also be taken:


Emergency spill kits and spill response plans will be kept on-site. All equipment should be
equipped with an emergency spill kit and spill response plan.



All petroleum products should be identified, handled and stored adequately.



Fueling of the machinery should be conducted in an upland area away from the riparian zone
in order to prevent discharge of deleterious substances to fish-bearing waters.

15

http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/timing-periodes/bc-s-eng.html#area-11 (accessed 09/02/2015)
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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UPLAND LANDING CONSTRUCTION PLAN AND MITIGATION MEASURES


Machinery is to arrive on site in a clean condition and is to be maintained free of fluid leaks,
invasive species and noxious weeds.



Only necessary vegetation should be removed.



Deleterious substances must be prevented from entering any waterway frequented by fish.



Installation of effective erosion and sediment control measures before starting work to
prevent sediment from entering any water body that supports fish or fish habitat. Measures
may include but not be limited to silt fencing, straw bales, fabric cloth, plastic sheet
covering, and sumps.



Measures for managing water entering or draining from the site (i.e. rain) such that sediment
is filtered out prior to the water entering a waterbody. For example, silt fence enclosing
piles, construction of a settling basin or other filtration systems.



Activities can not extend past the high water mark of the nearshore environment into the
foreshore environment except where the construction of the dewatering site is to occur.



Refuelling and washing of machinery should take place outside of the nearshore
environment. Fuel and other potentially deleterious substances should be stored away from
the nearshore.



An emergency spill kit should be kept on site when working in the nearshore environment.



All waste materials should be stabilized at the conclusion of work activities in order to
prevent them from entering the water body and disturbed soils in the nearshore environment
should be re-vegetated with appropriate erosion control measures in place until re-vegetation
has been achieved.



Regular inspection and maintenance of erosion and sediment control measures and
structures during the course of construction.



Repairs to erosion and sediment control measures and structures if damage occurs.



Removal of non-biodegradable erosion and sediment control materials once site is
stabilized.



Consult DFO’s Measures to Avoid Causing Harm to Fish and Fish Habitat website to ensure
most up to date guidance has been sourced (http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/measuresmesures/index-eng.html).

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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INTERTIDAL RE-CONTOURING MITIGATION MEASURES


A qualified environmental monitor should be retained prior to activities to coordinate the
site specific measures and guide the implementation of the mitigation measures and monitor
the intertidal activities as the EM feels is required.



Machinery is to arrive on site in a clean condition and is to be maintained free of fluid leaks,
invasive species and noxious weeds.



Wash, refuel and service machinery and store fuel and other materials for the machinery
away from the water to prevent any deleterious substance from entering the water. Keep a
marine emergency spill kit on site in case of fluid leaks or spills from machinery.



Any works in the intertidal zone must occur when the area is dry. The tide level must be
lower than the area that is being re-contoured.
o If works must occur in water then the area being worked on must be completely
excluded from the surrounding environment to prevent sediment from leaving the
immediate work site.

A floating sediment curtain is likely the most effective

measure if in water works is required. It must separate the entire water column from
the surrounding environment. Suspended sediment must be completely contained as
to not have the potential of affecting the surrounding sensitive eelgrass habitats.


Machinery is to be limited to the development footprint. No machinery is to enter the
intertidal zone outside of proposed development footprint.



Substrate that needs to be removed to achieve the required grade should be disposed of on
the upland and in accordance with appropriate legislation. The following measures specific
to the spoil pile should be followed:
o Implement sediment management measures specific to spoil piles (i.e. spoil enclosed
by silt fence, covered by plastic or geotextile, or drainage and sumps).
o Contour spoil piles so that they are stable and re-vegetate with native species suitable
for the site.
o Regular inspection and maintenance of erosion and sediment control measures and
structures during the course of construction.
o Repairs to erosion and sediment control measures and structures if damage occurs.



Inspect these measures regularly and make all necessary repairs if any damage occurs.



Remove these control measures in a way that prevents the escape or re-suspension of
sediments.

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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CONCRETE WORKS MITIGATION MEASURES
Pouring concrete in or near the marine environment has the potential to negatively impact
fish or fish habitat as uncured concrete can dissolve into the water causing an increase in pH levels,
and the potential release of compounds harmful to fish. The Canadian Water Quality Guidelines
for the Protection of Aquatic Life states that the pH should remain between 6.5 and 9.0 to prevent
damage to fish.


Any works in the intertidal zone must occur when the area is dry.



All cast-in-place concrete and grouting must be completely separated from fish bearing
waters for a minimum of 48 hours.



During concrete pouring activities an EM should be onsite to monitor the pH and to ensure
proper separation of concrete from the marine environment.



Any tools that come in contact with cement must be cleaned at an offsite area where the
ground is permeable. The wash water is not allowed to flow to fish bearing waters.

Pacificus Biological Services Ltd.
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Jeff Long
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Peter Stockdiil <pstockdill@telus.net>
Monday. January 04 2016 2;11 PM
Jeff Long
Port Harvey on W. Crakroft Is.

Hi Jeff
Thanks for speaking with me today on this application, am located in Nanoose Bay and am involved with the Council of
BC Yacht Clubs with regard to protect:ng important anchorages from ncompaUble development. As 1 indicated, Port
Harvey is an extremely important safe harbour that must be kept available for boaters transiting Johnstone Strait. This is
a safety issue.
In due course, when I have received more information from Crown Lands, I will be sending you comments on this
applicahon from the Council.
If this rezoning application goes ahead, we will be at the public meeting.
Regards,
Peter
250 248-9527
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Jeff Long
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Peter Stockdill pstockdill@telus.net>
Tuesday, January 05, 2016 4:09 PM
Transport Canada: Jeff Long
Land File t1414393 Application Port Harvey BC

I wish to advise that on learning of this application, have been investigating this matter on behalf of the Council of BC
Yacht Clubs.
If approved, this proposal will have a significant negative impact on navgation and anchoring. I only received the
application and other data from Crown Lands this morning, but in due coursel will be forwarding the concerns of the
Council to you. If you have any questions, please contact me
Peter
250 248-9527
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REQUEST TO TRANSPORT CANADA
NAVIGATION PROTECTION PROGRAM
To Re-open Review on Application in Port Harvey, B.C.
Re: NPA#2015-500090 LF# 1414393
From the Council of B.C. Yacht Clubs

January 17, 2016

Prepared by Peter Stockdill B.Sc. M.D. FRCSC

LOCATION OF PORT HARVEY AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE TO BOATING SAFETY
Port Harvey is not just another place for boaters to anchor. It is a critical anchorage and an
essential safety element for boaters transiting the always challenging and often dangerous
body of water named Johnstone Strait. The Council of B.C Yacht Club submission of Safe Boat
Havens to the Government of B.C. in November 2003 includes Port Harvey.
Port Harvey is the only safe, easily accessible all weather anchorage in middle portion of
Johnstone Strait. This is significant for boating safety as the 58 mile length of Johnstone Strait
has a limited number of safe anchorages. This is particularly true of the middle portion of this
body of water.
Johnstone Strait has always been known as a challenging body of water for recreational boaters
to navigate. The Waggoner Cruising Guide describes Johnstone Strait as a “seductive and
difficult body of water”. The seduction involves its awesome scenery. The difficulty involves
the strong winds and often opposing tidal currents that create a situation well known to
boaters. Wind against the tide produces very high and steep waves that Anne and Laurence
Yeadon-Jones in their book The Broughtons describe as “potentially hazardous for small craft”.
The authors then go on to describe how frequently they have found “protected and
comfortable anchorage at the head of Port Harvey with good holding in sticky mud.”
Living with Weather, written by Owen S. Lang and published by Environment Canada states:
“The winds start picking up in western iohnstone Strait, off W. Cracroft Island, and are worst
near Kelsey Bay. The westerly winds are strengthened as they funnel into the narrower
passageway of Johnstone Strait.”
The well known yachtsrran and author. Peter Vassilopoulos in his book North of Desolation
Sound states: “From Port Neville to Port Harvey boats may encounter the build-up of seas and
wind coming down Johnstone Strait, from the west. It is wisest to find shelter either side of this
area if the forecast is not favourable.”
My wife and I can confirm these observations. 1 have lost count of how many times we have
travelled on Johnstone Strait over the past 25 years. It can be calm and pleasant, but it can also
be unpleasant and frankly dangerous.
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Port Harvey is the only good all weather anchorage off this portion of Johnstone Strait. John
Chappell in his book Cruising beyond Desolation Sound states: .anchorage is excellent at the
top end of the inlet, in 3-4 fathoms over sticky mud, and room for about 30 boats.” This book
was published in 1979 and with the present Buttle development on the west side and the
marina, there is no longer room for 30 boats. At the present time, up to 12-14 boats/night
commonly anchor here. If approved, this proposal will reduce the anchorage area so that only
about 5-6 boats would have room to safely anchor. For details on the anchorage area see Fig 2.
To ensure adequate anchorage area in case of storms, it is essential that the current area for
anchorage is not reduced further. If approved, this proposal will create a much more
unattractive environment, but will also put boater’s lives and their vessels at risk it they cannot
find room to safely anchor.
THE MAPS
The maps initially provided by FLNRO have been shown to be completely inaccurate. I was
provided with a revised map on January 13 that increases the dimensions of the proposal from
450m x lOOm to about 550m x lOOm. The area is increased from 4.451ha to 5.583ha. The
revision provided still does not indicate the following:
•
•
•
•

Identification of local landmarks as required on the FLNRO application
Actual measurements as to the exact location of the proposed dock.
The location of all current infrastructure within the proposed tenure.
The location of the barges anchored South of Range Island for the past 3 years.

Because of these deficiencies, I have prepared 2 additional images to help in assessing the
impact that this proposal would have on the anchorage.
Fig 1 is a picture taken about 1 year ago. I have marked the boundaries of the tenure proposal
and the proposed location of the dock. The applicant plans on hauling out barges up to 300ft in
length. These are extremely large barges and they will probably require the use of 2 tugs to
move them. You can see from the map that it is unlikely that he will be able to move barges
from the dock to the marine railway and back without travelling outside the tenure boundary.
As the barges will have to be moved on/off the marine railway at high tide, these movements
will occur at all hours of the day/night. There is a high probability of conflicts with boaters
transiting the area as well as those legally anchored outside the tenure boundary. For this
reason, I have added a 30m wide buffer zone outside the tenure where it would be hazardous
for boaters to anchor.
Area A is shows the barges and aquaculture infrastructure that the applicant has anchored in
this location for the past 3 years.
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Fig 1.
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Fig 2 is a segment of CHS chart 3564. I have added the proposed tenure and marine railway as
well as the proposed dock and buffer area. I have also marked the present anchorage area in
black. Note how much of the current area for anchoring will be lost if this proposal is approved.
Also note the anchorage East of Range Island where access has been obstructed by the
anchored barges and aquaculture infrastructure for the past 3 years.
Fig 2.
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DISCUSSION
I am concerned with the proposed location of the barge dock. You can see from Fig 2 that the
water depth under this dock at low tide is 3-Sm. In addition, the distance from the W side of
the dock to the 3m contour is only about 22rn. Not much room for storing and maneuvering
barges (91m x 30m) with tugs. In addition, no dimensions are supplied as exactly where this
dock will be located. I am concerned that when installed, this dock might be placed much
closer to the East tenure boundary than indicated on the map.
This concern was increased when I looked at the side view of the dock shown on the plan of the
dock included in the Management Plan. The estimated depth of water under the dock is shown
as 6.7m. This would clearly place the dock much closer to the tenure line than shown on the
map and result in an increase in conflicts with recreational boating traffic.
The presence of permanently anchored barges and aquaculture infrastructure (Area A Fig 1)
certainly does substantially interfere with navigation. This interference has remained in spite of
many complaints from others and needs to be resolved.
It is possible that the applicant will move these barges etc. to his barge dock if the tenure
application is approved. Unfortunately there is no indication in the available documents to
indicate that he would do so. Even if the tenure is approved, the applicant may continue to
anchor barges etc. in this or other areas of Port Harvey as he has done in the past. Where this
occurs, navigation will be interfered with.
I do not know how this can be resolved, but a reasonable remedy to this problem is necessary
before this application is approved.
THE NAVIGATION PROTECTION ACT
The Minister must decide if this proposal will substantially interfere with navigation and in
doing so, must consider any relevant factor, including:
• The characteristics of the navigable water of Port Harvey
Port Harvey is a small, but well protected all weather anchorage. Over the past 30 years the
anchorage area has been reduced by the development of the Port Harvey Marine Resort and
the extensive untenured occupation of the western shore by Mike Buttle Services Ltd.
• The safety of navigation
Port Harvey has been a well recognized safe haven for boaters transiting the central portion of
iohnstone Strait. Port Harvey plays an important role in boating safety on this part of the coast.
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The current or anticipated navigation in Port Harvey
Currently, Port Harvey is heavily used by boaters using iohnstone Strait. On this portion of the
coast there is no other route north. This portion of Johnstone Strait must be transited to go
north as there are no other routes. Port Harvey has also been heavily used by Mike Buttle
Services Ltd for the construction, repair, maintenance and storage of aquaculture infrastructure
and barges for more than 10 years. It is anticipated that the need for this anchorage to be
available for boaters will not decrease, but wlil probably increase as more boaters decide to
cruise further north. It is dear that Mike Buttle Services Ltd. intends to significantly increase
their use of Port Harvey.
• The impact of this proposal on navigation in Port Harvey
As I have indicated above, If approved, this proposal will significantly decrease the available
anchorage area and at the same time create a much less attractive place to anchor. Most
boaters who travel this far north, are hoping to spend time in undeveloped, aesthetically
pleasing areas. This proposal is for an extensive industrial business. If approved, this proposal
will dearly increase conflicts between the applicant’s barge operations and recreational boaters
in transit as well as those at anchor in Port Harvey.
• The cumulative impact of this proposal on navigation in Port Harvey
Over time, this proposal will make travel on Johnstone Strait less safe for cruising boaters.
Many boaters may bypass Port Harvey in good weather with the result that the Port Harvey
Marine Resort may have to close. This means the loss of dock space, store and a restaurant
where familIes can enjoy a meal ashore. The pristine anchorage that I first visited in July 1994
will become just another ugly industrial operation in the wrong place.
SUMMARY
Port Harvey is an essential safe harbour located in the most challenging portion of Johnstone
Strait for recreational boaters. This proposal, if approved, will substantially interfere with
navigation at the head of Port Harvey. For the safety of boaters transiting this area there must
be no further encroachment on the current anchorage area.
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TENURE APPLICATION

PORT HARVEY, B.C.

LF#1414393 NPA#2015-500090

ADDENDUM to Review prepared for the Council of BC Yacht Clubs
Prepared by Peter Stockdill BSc. M.D. FRCSC
January 30, 2016
INTENDED USE OF CROWN LANDS
In this application, the proponent indicates that the intended use of Crown Land is:
“Industrial-General Barge De-watering Facility construction and operation as well as a dock for
barge tie-up.”
In my previous submission, challenged the use of the word “Dc-watering Facility” to describe
the actual uses described in the management plan. The current untenured use of Crown Land
and improvements within this proposed tenure area (fish farm dock storage and minor repairs
to fish farm docks) are not listed. Clearly, they should be listed as the Applications and Reasons
for Decision page indicates the application is “To Tenure existing improvements and proposed
new improvements.”

“De-watering” is a term used to describe the separation of soil from water as well as removing
water from a riverbed, construction site, mine shaft etc. After a detailed search of dictionaries
and other references, I cannot find any reference to the term being used to describe the
process of removing a vessel from the water for maintenance on the hull.
The Management plan describes the proposed placement of 12 slabs of concrete across the
intertidal area with each slab having dimensions of 42m x 5.2m x 30cm with a “gentle slope of
<5%”. In the same plan, CR Engineering specifies a rail slope of 10% which is close to my
calculation of 11.9%. Rails will be attached to the top of the concrete slabs and “specially
designed low profile rail cars will travel the rails allowing for the barges to be winched up out of
the water”. This process of removing vessels out of the water will occur within the proposed
tenure area. I have previously described this structure and its operation located within the
proposed tenure area as marine railway which is a type of drydock.
The Macmillan Dictionary describes a drydock as: “a place where a ship or boat can be taken
out of the water and repaired.”
The Economic Times describes drydocking as:
the whole ship is brought to dry land so that
the submerged portions of the hull can be cleaned or inspected”.
“...

U.S. Coast Guard Specification 8634
defines the term drydock as: “,,.all means of removing a vessel from the water, including
Graving Docks, Floating Drydocks, Marine Railways, Vertical Shiplifts and Cranes”.
The U.S. Potent and Trade Mark Office Class B63C covers: “Launching, hauling-out, or dry
docking of vessels” as a single class.
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Knight’s Modern Seamanship Revised by Capt. John V. Noel Jr. USN states: “There are several
methods of drydocking: Beaching, Marine Railway, Floating drydock and Graving dock...”
Chapman’s Piloting states: “Boats are hauled out of the water on inclined planes at the water’s
edge by ways. (also Marine Ways or Railways)”

It is quite clear that the operation of removing vessels from the water as being proposed, is
located within the proposed tenure area and is that of a drydock or more specifically a marine
railway.
It is also clear that the use of the words “De-watering site” to describe this activity is a mis-use
of the word. It appears the Crown Lands does not have any specific requirement as to how
intended uses are described. It seems logical however; that the words used to describe an
intended use should be in keeping with general useage so that any person would have a good
understanding of what use is actually intended.
When I initially looked at this application, it was not even clear to me how the term “de
watering” was being used. I asked the Land Officer with this file what she understood by the
term. She stated that she did not know, but suggested that perhaps it was a place where
barges were taken to drain water out of them.
It seems clear to me that the intended use for the portion of the Barge Maintenance Facility
within the tenure area is; DryDock/Marine Railway.
IS THE INTENDED USE COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL?
I have previously discussed this question, but in summary:
• The applicant requests an Industrial-General use both on page 2 of the application as
well as in the Management Plan.
• I have reviewed the Crown Lands Use Policy and find that Industrial-General is the
appropriate use. The Policy actually lists “docks” as an example of this use.
• Person(s) unknown have for unknown reasons decided that Commercial A is a more
appropriate use. I strongly disagree.
As a matter of additional interest, the proponent has applied to the Regional District of
Mt. Waddington for a zoning change on his property and adjacent water requesting:
a variety of Marine Industrial related uses including:
The storage of boats, docks, float camps and materials used in the construction of these items;
the repair! dismantling! dewatering/ reconstruction of boats, docks and float camps and
forestry uses including log storage.”
While some of these uses may be carried out on his private property, most will have to be done
within the proposed tenure area. This list of proposed uses is much more extensive than those
listed in the Tenure Application.
“...
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As I have indicated previously, Inc1ustrialGeneral is clearly the appropriate use category. Docks
are listed as an industrial use and the applicant proposes two of them for the tenure including a
200m long barge storage dock and a drydock capable of handling 300ft barges.
IMPLICATIONS OF INDUSTRIAL USE
Industrial-General use applications have special requirements. Some have already been
complied with, but there is no indication of source of water or means of sewage disposal.
On page 4 of the Management Plan the applicant states: “No Schedule 2 activities are planned
to occur within the applied for tenure.” Schedule 2 refers to the Environmental Management
Act, Contaminated Sites Regulation.
While I acknowledge that the applicant plans on doing all barge maintenance work on his
private land, the above noted Schedule lists “dry docks” as a Schedule 2 activity and as I have
pointed out, the drydock/marine railway would operate within the boundaries of the proposed
tenure. In my opinion, these regulations should apply.
The North Vancouver Island Marine Plan came into effect in 2015.
“This plan outlines a vision, objectives and strategies for coastal and marine area management,
and includes recommendations for processing and evaluation of applications for tenures and
other activities by Provincial agencies and First Nations members of the Nanwakolas Council.”

In this application, the Plan definition of two levels of dock use is important. Level 1 uses
include community boat ramps and docks for smaller vessels. Level 2 uses include larger
commercial vessels or ships and specifically include marine ways.
The Plan shows that the Port Harvey/Havannah Channel area is designated as a Special
Management Zone/Cultural/Economic Emphasis Area. Within this area, Level 2 Docks,
Wharves and Facilities are considered to be “not acceptable and should not be approved.” After
careful consideration, my opinion is that the proposed use is a Level 2 Dock.
I submit that this application should be considered as an Industrial-General Drydock/ Marine
Railway use because of the proposed 200m barge storage dock and the drydock/marine railway
both located in the proposed tenure area. in addition;
• The applicant should be required to supply information on his water supply and sewage
disposal,
• The Contaminated Sites Regulations should apply.
• While the North Vancouver Island Marine Plan is not binding, it must be taken into
consideration by the Provincial and Regional governments.
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Jeff Long
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cambridge <cambridge@xplornet.com>
Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:30 AM
Jeff Long
RE: Lot 498 West Cracroft Island

From: Cambridge [mailto:cambridge©xplornet.com]
Sent: January-10-16 9:53 AM
To: ‘jlong@rdmw.bcca’
Subject: Lot 498 West Cracroft Island
Jeff
Can you advise where I could get a copy of the legal lot survey map for Lot 498 West Cracroft Island. As you
are aware
there is a lease application on the front of this property but the maps provided are very vague and differ from each
other. A legal map is necessary in order to get an accurate picture of its location so that we may provide input
on the
application.
Thank you
George Cambridge
East Cracroft Island
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Jeff Long
From:
Sent:

David Bowman <dmbsaiiorrnd@shaw.ca>
Wednesday, January 20, 2016 2:52 PM

To:

jIong@rdmwbcca

Subject:

requested zoning byLaw ammend ment

Jeff 1ong

Manager of Planning & Development Services
Regional District of Mount Waddington
Dear Sir;
re:
the Development Application to request a zoning bylaw amendment from Pacificus
Biological Services Ltd. with respect to a portion of District Lot 498 and some of the adjacent marine
area
My comments that follow address my objection to the above application:
The above zoning ByLaw amendment should be denied outright fhr the reasons cited below in
reference to the underlying development project.
Background: I have had the privileue of being a recreational mariner. skipper. boat owner (sail and
wer). teacher and course director of numerous boating courses (Cdii Power & Sail Squadrons) for many decades on
nadian fresh and salt waters, and several oceans and seas, the latter 5 years primarily on coastal BC waters. This
nslates into some $900,000 of personal contributions to the marine industry economy of BC; producing huge
)nomic and provincial revenues when multiplied by the tens of thousands of similar recreational boaters. \NMA
nada described the economic benefit of recreational boating to be S5 billion annually and 67.000 jobs. with BC being
:ond only to Ontario in terms of benefit at Provincial levels.
‘± L LLL
d
Ir ryct
H)
rthLr this .conomic dLrnoglaphlc is knon to he inclLasing in BC (_
-

-

-

The above figures are hugely augmented by economic contributions by visiting American boaters to our BC
My personal visits over the last dozen years of boating in the \\aters of Port 1-larvey have included
nerous wonderful recreational boating experiences, but a growing concern that the land and forcshore specifically
icated on this application constitute an existing and increasing eyesore of garbage and derelict equipment that may
II cause significant pollution to the land and water environs, in addition to depressing the substantial economic
ietits of boating activity cited above.
ecifcallvRetlielicatioipposal file 1414393:
What is the record of the Applicant in complying, or otherwise, with relevant codes and regulations to date?
Were the ‘existing” docks etc indicated on the application built under appropriate codes and regulations and witl
ropriate BC authorizationapproval?
\Vhat records of Inspections etc does the Ministry posses ith respect to the t\\o questions above, and are such
ilable to interested parties re this application?
What specific commentary re the Application by First Nations has been sought & received? Are such inputs
ilable to third parties interested in the Application?
Having reviewed the two minimalist ‘Images” attached to the application, they and the application raise major
aronmental and marine saiLt) concerns in addition to thL negative economic elements cited abo’ve
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• First, significant visual, audible, olfactory and environmental pollution are virtually certain risks to
both the local land and marine en’
1 ironments, What protections against such does the applicant and
Ministr undertake as part of this application if approved?
• Second, at least the headwaters of Port Harvey would become dangerous and untenable as the safe
ha en anchorage that it has traditionally pros ided to mariners. Its’ location relative to the hazards
of Johnstone Strait particularly constitute it as the primar\ safe haven for recreational boaters for
many nautical miles. Not onl the e ident pollution concerns cited above. hut crowding of the
limited anchorage depths and swing circles for recreation vessels: and potential catastrophic risks
from large vessels such as 300’ barges are self evident to any responsible mariner and alone should
defeat this application.
• Third, the apparent encroachment of the application upon the na igable channel to the upper
headwaters of Port Harve\ between the western mainland and east lying islands again constitutes a
daigerous hazard to existing safe navigation. Again, this factor alone should serve to defeat the
application.
• Fourth. a neighbouring commercial operation. namely Port Harvey Marina, would ery likely become so
undesirable and untenable as a recreational boating facility, due to all of the foregoing. that its sustainabilitv and
ongoing operation is doomed were this application to he appro\ed. ibis self-evident destruction of an existing.
responsible marine operation serxing the boating public, is yet another clement hich alone should result in
rejection of the application and its’ requested zoning B Law amendment through Pacificus Biological Services
Ltd.

would much appreciate your response to m concerns.
Sincerely.
David M Bowman. M.D. B.Sc. (Mcd). FRCP(C)
I

This e-maii and any attachment(s) are for authonzed use by the intended recipient(s only and is
and may be phv;Ieged If you are not the
intended recipient. you are hereby notified that any reviec retransmission conversion to hard copy cooying circulation
or any other use of this message and any
attachments is stricty prohivited If you ate not Ine intenoed recipient, please notify me sender mmediately and delete
or destroy this e-mai and any attachment(si
without making forwarding or retaining any copy or tecord of its contents T
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Jeff Long
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Charlie Long <rnvdreamtime@comcast.net>
Wednesday. January 20. 2016 3:19 PM

jlong@rdrnw.bc.ca
Port Harvey development

Jeff.
I’ve been informed that you are an appropriate person to whom to direct our concerns about the proposed
zoning change and subsequent expansion of the Buttle lease in Port Harve.
Mv wife and I regularl spend a month or two cruising the BC Coast ever summer. We love the Broughton
Islands in part because of the &icndh thmilv—owned marinas in the area. hich are very different from the
corporate entities farther south. Port harvey Marine Resort. owned by the Cambridge family, is one of our
favorite stops.
Now we understand that the \ Iinistrv of Forests. Lands. and Resource Operations has received application from
Mike Buttle and some other entity to enlarge the Buttle lease in order to facilitate what can only he described as
industrial operations. We understand that these operations will include moonng large barges here, there, and
everywhere in Port Harvey and, even worse, hauling said barges out of the water to be sandblasted and
repainted. As far as we can see there is no provision in the application for containment of the particulate and
chemical contamination that would surely result from such an operation. nor any mitigation of the noise and
visual pollution that would accornpan it.
Port Harvey is a sensitive natural environment. In addition to the usual marine organisms, the uplands are home
to grizzly and black bears. among other species. Such industrial development is totally out of place in such a
location.
It is also true that the anchorage and resort pros ide a safe ha en for recreational boaters making their way up the
often-treacherous Johnstone Strait, Before you dismiss recreational boaters as just a bunch of rich people
playing with their toys.’ please consider that we alone, in the couple of months we cruise the area, spend several
thousand L. S. dollars on everything from fhod and moorace. to fuel and fishing licenses. And we are just one
of hundreds. if not thousands. of boating families that do the same As U. S. citizens. we can’t vote in Canada.
except with our wallets and the latter should not he taken hihtly.
We urge you to take whatever steps are necessary to deny the application from Mike Buttle. Keep this beautiful
harbor free from industrial development and waste so that future ‘enerations can continue to enjo it.
Sincerel.
Charles and Diane Long. MV Dreamt/inc

3889 1-larhorview Drive ‘3O2
Gig Harbor, WA 98332
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Jeff Long
Manager of Planning & Development Services
Regional District of Mount Waddlngton
P0 Box 729, 2044 McNeill Road
Port McNeill, BC VON 2RO
Dear Sin;
I wish to express my opposition to the granting acceptance of the Development Application to
requesting a zoning bylaw amendment from Pacificus Biological Services Ltd., who I believe to
be connected to Mike Buttle Services Ltd., with respect to a portion of District Lot 498 and
some of the adjacent marine area.
The purpose of the applIcation is to request that the existing Rural Zone (A-i) be changed to a
zoning category that would permit a variety of marine industrial related uses including the
storage of boats, docks, float camps and materials used in the construction of these items; the
repair / dismantling / dewatering (whatever this might be, I cannot find out what a dewatering
function entails)! reconstruction of boats, docks and float camps; and forestry uses Including
log storage. Mike Buttle ServIces Ltd. has been carrying out these operations for many years
under Its present zoning.
If MIke Buttle Services Ltd. were not permitted to carry out such work under its present zoning,
but did so ilegially they should not be rewarded with a re-zoning.
I understand, by studying Google maps, that they have cut down timber and done some
earthwork on adjacent Crown Land to District Lot 498 without permission to do so. This I
believe to be another Illegal act.
The planned operations of Mike Buttie Services Ltd., of working on and anchoring barges of up
to iOO meters in length, If approved and carried out will become a hazard to navigation in Port
Harvey. An even greater hazard than their current operations. This is to say nothing of the
environment and the sea-life endangerment.
I am a pleasure boater who has anchored in Port Harvey for longer than the Buttie operations
have been destroying the habitat.
Yours truly
Colyn K Welsh
#8- 32640 Murray Ave.,
Abbotsford. B.C.
V2T 4Th
Phone 604-309-9210
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Jeff Long
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gary Russell <rgaryruss@grnaiLcom>
Thursday, January 21, 2016 8:52 AM
jlong@rdmw.bc.ca
Rezoning Application Lot 498

Mr. Long.
am a boater who has used Port Harvey as an anchorage and also the marina for many
years. I understand
that there is a proposal the amend a zoning bylaw for lot 498 and some of the adjace
nt marine area, also
understand that if this application was approved, the change would permit a variety of marine
industrial related
uses such as storage of boats, docks, materials, repair. dismantling. dewatering. and many
other uses.
I am not sure why the applicant, who I understand, is a company dedicated
to the study of marine science
employing several biologists is applying for this unless they are thinking of constructing
a research facility or
something similar. Which then begs the question of the zoning change which would allow
all sorts of marine
industry that could, and probably would. be damaging to the environment in genera
l and the harbour in
particular. The question being; Why would a group of biologists require that kind of zoning
?

On a broader note, even if this company is doing something that is not environment
ally damaging. the zoning
would allow purchasers in the future to do almost anything they like, which would be very
bad. I believe. This is
NOT an industrial area and it should not be turned into one.
There is also the matter of safety. This harbour is one of the only safe harbours where
boaters can get out of
Johnstone Strait, which as you must know can be very dangerous at times. If all this
expansion is approved.
there will be a clutter of 100 meter barges, anchored in the inlet, and barges being repaire
d and serviced on
shore, or on the beach, creating major pollution, and significant noise, which already
exists. This would make it
very bad for the marina, probably forcing it out of business as not enough boaters would
want to stay there and
many boaters would not want to use the inlet because of the aforementioned concer
ns, perhaps putting them
at risk. In other words, do you take your chances in Johnstone Strait or in the harbou with
r
100 meter barges.
tugs and the like.
You must be aware that next door there is Mike Buttle Services who have been there
for some time and who
have been documented cleaning barges right on the beach with the effluent going
straight into the harbour. In
addition they have many boats tied to their docks, which I understand is actuall
y not permitted. and large
barges floating around the harbour that are navigational hazards now. And they are wantin
g to expand, which I
also oppose on the same grounds. If you add this request for rezoning to that, you
end up with a
major environmental concern for sure.
Under the circumstances I hope you can understand that this is a bad thing to do
and that the application for
rezoning should not be approved.
Thank you,
Gary Russell
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Jeff Long
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lesiie & Chris <IesIiechris@shawca>
Thursday, January 21, 2016 12:46 PM

info@rdmwSbc.ca
Attention: Jeff Long

Jeff Long
Manager of Planning & Development Services
Regional District ot Mount \Vaddington
Mv wife and I wish to express our opposition to the Development Applic
ation from Pacificus Biological
Services Ltd. requesting a zoning bylaw amendment. The request is with
respect to a portion of District Lot 498
and some of the adjacent marine area.
The purpose of the application is to request that the existing Rural Zone
(A-I) he changed to a zoning category
that would permit a variety of marine industrial related uses including the
storage of boats. docks. float camps
and materials used in the construction of these items: the repair / dismantling
/ dewatering / reconstruction of
boats. docks and float camps: and torestrv uses including log storage.
We believe that the requested zoning amendment is in aid of an applica
tion for expansion by Buttle Services.
Over the past several years we have witnessed the anchoring of barges
by Buttle Services in the relatively small
port. The barges were piled high with garbage and junk in general. and it
took considerable effort by local
residents to finally get Buttle Services to clean up the mess. We feel that
if the expansion of Buttle Services is
permitted. it is only a matter of time betbre the problem reappears in a much
increased form. Apart from the
visual pollution, the increased anchorage of barges awaiting dewatering
by a considerably expanded Buttle
Services would take over the relatively small port. which is a popular anchor
age for pleasure craft. Port Harvey
is utilized by a large number of pleasure boaters, many of whom are visitor
s from the United States. These
visiting boaters contribute substantially to the econom, not only of the
marinas throughout the Broughton
Archipelago, but also to the communities of Port McNeill and Port Hardy.
While we understand the importance of developing services in remote locatio
ns, it is clear from our
observations that Buttle Services operates as a law unto itself, with blatent
disregard for the environment or the
rights of others. It is our belief that. if this proposal goes ahead. Port Harvey
will not be usable as an anchorage
and the future of the Port Harvey Marina located in the same area vill
be seriously threatened. Allowing the
proposed rezoning would be a grave mistake.
Leslie Papp and Christine Baugh
528-205 Kirnta Road
Victoria, B.C.
V9A 6T5
(250) 389-1289
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Jeff Long
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ron and Connie Prynne <rcprynne@nwinet>
Monday, February 01, 2016 9:16 PM
jlong@rdmw.bc.ca
Port Harvey Development (RE:Mike Buttle Services Ltd. File 1414393)

Dear Mr. Long.
We have been made aware of certain proposals for development of industrial operations in
Port Harvey, BC.
Speci ticalk. Mr. Mike Butile has apparent1 filed for zoning chan es which would facilita
te industrial
operations within Port Harvey.
Mv wife and I strenuously object to such a proposal. \Ve have boated to thc BC and Broug
hton area each year
since 2009. While there. we always make Port Harvey our first stop upon entering and our
last stop when
departing. It is an essential stop and one we look forward to. The perils of travelinu: Johnst
one Strait make
Port Harvey a must, it is the only “Safe Haven” within several miles that also affords dock,
water, and essential
supplies all vitally important to the boating community.
—

This area. along with the rest of the Broughton Archipelago, is a natural wonder, somew
hat isolated, with just
the right mix of harbors to make it an enjoyable experience, Allowin an industrial operati
on in one these
primary harbors would only serve to bring down the entire boating experience, to say nothin
g of the permanent
damage that would turn Port Harvey into blighted, ecological mess.
We are US citizens, and are but one of thousands of boats that make their way into BC waters
every year.
Whilst there, our dollars are spent for all the necessities needed for extended stays: food.
water. fuel, moorage.
booze, boat parts and repairs, transportation of guests. It all adds up to a considerable amoun
t per boat,
multiplied by the thousands that cruise the area every year. A substantial contribution
to the BC economy, a far
larger contribution than any individual enterprise could possibly do.
ft appears your office is in Port McNeil. We would urge ou to take a good long look
at the marina; there you
may see a few large. exotic boats, hut the vast majority are not luxurious, nor ostenta
tious. They are just average
sized boats occupied by the every day folks who happen to spend their time and money recreat
ing on the water.
But those boats represent a huge lifeline to Port McNeil: because they are there. many
of your neighbors.
acquaintances, and friends certainly have some sort of connection to the economic impact
provided by the
presence those boats ‘boaters. The same could be said for all the other ports on Vanco
uver Islands’ east coast. if
Port Harvey falls to industrial development, what might be next? The Broughton econom
y is very seasonally
dependent. dampening that seasonal influx of money could have disastrous effects on
the entire region.

Please, we urge you to deny the application submitted by Mr. Buitle. Keep this beautif
ul, natural harbor free
from industrial uses the contribution Port Harvey makes to the overall British Colum
bia
experience amhience economy far outw eigh any marginal benefit of an industrial operati
on.
-

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely.
Ron and Connie Prvnne. MV Jet Pro
4904 20th Ave NW
Gig Harbor. WA 98335
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1ff Long
Manager of Planning & Development
5cr icns
Regional Dfstnut of Mount Waddngton
PC Box 129, 2044 McNmll Road
Port McNeill, BC VON IRO

r’l ilrif Mf

/iJ

Dear Sir:
We wish to express our opposition
to granting approval of the Developnwnt
Application to
requesting a zoning bylaw amendme
nt from Pacificus

Bologrcal Services Ltd., who we believe
to
be connected to Mike Buttle Services
Ltd with respect to a portion of District ot
498 and some
of the adjacent marine area
We are disappointed as both recreational
boaters and as people concerned about prese
rving the
delicate ecological environment of lohn
stone Strait and the Broughton’s, with
areas
such as
Robson Bight being protected, that the
British Columbia go’ernrnent would serio
usly
cons
ider
granting an industrial rezoning request that
is so clearly at odds with protecting the
environment.
We have seen, firsthand, the impact of
the current, apparently unauthorized/illega
l use of the
marine waters in Port Harvey We
have seen and heard the foreshore being
bulldozed and silt
and debris going into the water, We have
seen anchor cables from barges blocking publ
ic waters
from other users.
We know how difficult ft is to protect the
marine environment and allowing a chan
ge to a zoning
category that would permit a variety of
marine industrial related uses including
the storage of
boats, docks, float camps and materials
used in the construction of these items;
the repair /
dismantling / dewatering/ reconstruction
of boats. docks and float camps; and
fores
try uses
including log storage would forever destr
oy the appeal of Port Harvey both as desti
a
nation and
as a safe haven, one of the few, for the
greater public
The existing operation already, even
without the proper zoning, is destr
oying the overall
environment in Port Harvey, and we
would urge the BC’ Government to
relect this rezoning as
being inconsistent with protecting
a fragile marine environment. We belie
ve that had this
application been sbbmitted in a place
like Desolation Souad it would have been cum
rnarily
dismissed So it should be here also

Patncfr R Mrrrar’ Gil’

14115 SE S1 Place
1
lB
evue
e, W’ 080o6
32S’64/ SiSi
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Jeff Lonq
Fmm
Sent
7o
Subject

Frank Robinson ccfrtradeC)telus.net>
Thursday, February 04,2016 1OA7 AM
jlong@rdmw.bc.ca
Port Harvey NPA#2015-500090 LF#1414393

Dear Mr Long,
I would like to add my voice to the objections of thousands of boaters,
who have appreciated the peace,
natural beauty,wlldllfe, and the anchorage and resort amenities of Port
Harvey. The application above to
rezone the District Lot 498 and surrounding areas must not be allowed.
it would industrialize (and possibly
pollute) a beautiful natural area for the profit of one company and Individ
ual at the expense of thousands of
visitors from all over the world. Please add my name to those who object
to this development. Please keep
me advised.
Best regards,
Frank Robinson
S/V KAMIK
#63-3031 Williams Road, Richmond, BC.
Tel: 604-290-6300

1
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<CONFIDENTIAL>
February 3a 2016

Sent by email February

4t

2016 to: jjpgdrnwbçça

Mr. Jeff Long
Manager of Planning & Development Services
Regional District of Mount Waddington
P0 Box 729, 2044 McNeill Road
Port McNeill, BC VON 2R0
Dear Mr. Long

Re: Re-zoning application for Lot 498 West Cracroft island
It has come to my attention that Mike Buttle Services Ltd. has applied
for, or is about to apply
for, re-zoning of Lot 498 for industrial use on West Cracroft Island. I am
the owner of Mist island
in Port Harvey which is quite close to Lot 498, being in direct line-of
-site (map attached). I wish
to register my strong objection to such re-zoning for the reasons stated below.
In my opinion this
application should be rejected outright.
Historical Perspective
Mike Buttle and Mike Buttle Services (MB/MBS) have been operating
an illegal industrial
operation in otherwise pristine Port Harvey for 15 years. This area is
zoned Rural from a land
use perspective, which specifically implies that it is not for industrial use.
On lot 498 MB!MBS
have already:
• Built illegal commercial structures
• Performed large barge and fish farm repairs
• Performed timber cuts on adjacent Crown Land
15 years of illegal operation with complete flouting of the law does not
constitute justification for
approval of this application on the basis of supporting an existing busine
ss. In fact, in my
opinion, it should generate the opposite conclusion: if this application
is approved, history
strongly implies that further illegal activities will occur with severe conseq
uences for the
environment and owners of property in Port Harvey. Furthermore, it would
seem totally
appropriate that MBJMBS should be forced to cease all commercial activit
y on Lot 498. and
remove all the illegal structures. Compromise should not be offered as
an option.
It should also be of great importance to review the history of interactions
of all the relevant
regulatory authorities and Ministries with MB/MBS about same.

ZoninQ
Rural zoning means just that. and such designation was made for good
reason. Port Harvey is
distant from areas of high population. it is an important anchorage for recreat
ional boaters off
the frequently treacherous Johnstone Straight, and has a marina of long
standing catering to the
economically important tourism industry of British Columbia.
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Environmental Concerns
•

Water Pollution
Barge repairs will inevitably involve barges that are already leaking enviro
nmental
pollutants. They would need to be repaired precisely because they would
have many
and various hull and mechanical problems. Such large vessels would thereby
constitute
a significant environmental risk to local marine life, especially as they would
be tied up at
the dock (and quite conceivably also moored in midchannel) waiting an indeter
minate
time in the water for work to commence.
The repair work itself will inevitably result in constant low level run-off of polluta
nts into
the bay that would not necessarily be visible enough to warrant a “spill proced
ure’.
The inlet does not have a high level of fresh water input, and any pollution
would remain
for a prolonged period as the inlet does not readily flush with tidal activit
y.
These reasons alone should be sufficient for outright rejection of the applica
tion.

•

Noise Pollution
The nature of the proposed work, even if only performed during daylight
hours”, would
be a severe intrusion into the peace of a rural coastal location. What boater
would want
to moor a boat with the hammering and grinding of steel vessels very close by?
Who
would want to buy recreational property within earshot? Clearly the propos
ed activities
would have a profound and immediately adverse economic impact.

•

Visual Pollution
Multiple 300’ black decaying barges would obviously be an eyesore that rightfu
lly
belongs in an industrial environment otherwise known as shipyards, not in beautif
a
ul
inlet. Such a visual experience would severely jeopardize the viability
of the immediately
opposite Port Harvey Marina, as the recreational boating community wants
to enjoy the
natural landscape, not large scale industrial activity.

Navigation Issues
Port Harvey is a very important safe haven for boats navigating Johnst
one Straight. In bad
weather, having to avoid large barges would be a significant hazard to safe
navigation.
This would be especially so if barges end up swinging at anchor in mid-ch
annel because of
insufficient moorage space at the site of the proposed application, which
is quite likely in
my opinion given the history of MB/MBS’s activities.
Economic Impact
•

Property values
I bought Mist Island in Port Harvey as a recreational property a few years
ago. intending
to build a retirement home there of significant value
(“ $1 million). Those plans have
been put on hold precisely because of the threat that this application poses.
Furthermore, the value of the land itself will drop significantly should the
proposal of
MBIMBS proceed. Other properties in the inlet would suffer a similar fate.

•

Port Harvey Marina
The proposed activities would threaten the very existence of this well run
and much
needed facility for recreational boaters. Most marinas on the coast struggl
e with the
continually escalating costs of operation. and any drop-off in the numbe
r of visiting
vessels would have major impact on their viability. The recreational boating
community
is tightly connected, and it would take no time at all for the word to get
out that Port
Harvey Marina was an unpleasant place to visit.
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•

Tourism
Tourists spend a great deal of money in British Columbia and that
revenue is important
to many businesses on the coast. It is my understanding that the
Government of BC
considers the further development of tourism to be a high priority,
but the proposed
application would undermine that desirable objective.

Existing Support in the separate application by MB/MBS for a Foresh
ore Lease
I wish to draw attention to the following aspects of the letters of suppor
t referred to
in that application:
•

•
•

John Duncan is no longer an MP and to represent him as such
is misleading. In fact, the
riding he represented no longer includes Port Harvey. I must say
that to see an ex-MP
supporting an application with a 15 year history of illegal activities
is surprising to say the
least.
The Danaxdaxw Awaetlala First Nation does not have title to land
in Port Harvey. and in
fact their reserve is quite remote and would be unaffected by the applica
tion.
Critique of the Pacificus Biological Services Ltd report of February
2016:
This report was paid for by MB/MBS and conveniently glosses
over many vital issues:
• The application of MB!MBS clearly has major environmental implic
ations for work
performed on land, not just the inter—tidal foreshore.
• The report makes the presumptuous statement that the propos
ed activities ‘are
not anticipated to have a negative impact on adjacent land users”
without having
contacting them to determine their actual reactions.
• The report also states ‘This project is considered low risk and
is unlikely to result
in serious harm to CRA fisheries”. That is a preposterous statem
ent. It should be
obvious to any educated observer that the proposed activities would
be a high
risk to the marine environment, and is quite likely to cause serious
harm to CRA
fisheries.

Summary
As a landowner in Port Harvey I vigorously oppose the application.
As stated above, I believe it would have a seriously negative long
term impact on the
environment, navigation, boating safety, land values, the local
marina and tourism in general.
The proposed activities should be located in an area already
zoned industrial, such as
Campbell River or Port McNeill.
I repeat: flouting existing regulations for 15 years should not be
considered justification for
approval.
The application should be denied outright, and Port Harvey should
be restored to its original
pristine state.
Respectfully submitted.

Dr. Roger Hodkinson MA, MB. B. Chir. (Cantab), FRCPC, CAP
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Jeff Long
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

L Howorth <Ihoworth@earthknk.net>
Friday, February 05, 2016 12:44 PM
jlong@rdmw.bc.ca
Port Harvey NPA#2015 500090 LFfl414393

Jeff Long
Manager of Planning & Development Services Regional Distric
t of Mount Waddington P0 Box 729. 2044
McNeill Road Port McNeill, BC VON 2R0
Sir.
I am opposed to re-zoning Port Harvey as requested by
Pacificus Biological Services Ltd. who are acting for
Mike Buttle Services Ltd.
Port Harvey is a closed ended inlet which will be damaged
and polluted by the proposed barge haul-out lease.
The lessee’s proposal to haul. repair and repaint barges
is not compatible with the rural, wilderness-like, nature
of Port Harvey.

I have been bring my boats to BC and the Broughton Island
area for 30 years and have used Port Harvey as
an anchorage prior to the operation of Mike Buttle Services. In
my opinion, the use of Port Harvey as an
industrial site would damage both the environment and boater
tourism.
The operation of Port Harvey Marina is much more in keepin
g with the rural nature of the area and would be
impacted by the proposed Mike Buttle Services lease. Boater
s, who spend lots of money in the Port McNeil
Broughton area, may be more inclined to skip the area due
to the industrial nature of this proposed
development.
My observation is that Mike Buttle Services is already polluti
ng Port Harvey by his recycling of fish farm nets
and power washing a ferry hull without containment.
Respectfully.
Lawrence Howorth
12015 Marine Dr# 107
Tulalip WA 98271 USA
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J.ff Long
Front
Sent
To:
Subject

Joan black cJoanb1ack3907@hotmafl.com>

Monday, Februaiy 08,20163:41 PM
jlong@rdmw.bc.ca
Port Harvey

Re: NPA#2015. 500090 LF#1414393
Mr Long I sail alone to the Broughtons or beyond every June (wind and weathe
r allowing). Once I’ve fought
my way up to Johnstone Strait, Port Harvey is the first good anchorage or marina
(and restaurant) that I rely
on for a rest. It would be a shame to pollute the bay with noise, lights and
Inevitable “stuff” In the water.
Please don’t let this happen. Joan Black
-

-

1
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